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ISLA VERDE

Verde 'verde es esta isla
Isla Verde as' te llamas;
Verde del mangle calado
- sobre la.playa dorada.

Ribera orlada de sol
y de penachos de-coco,

Ya hoy en amplias ailenidas
se ensancharon tus veredas.
Ya el mangle no cala verde
ni tus tipleros caminan
de a uno en fondo,los domingos.

por el salitre del mar

Ya tus bohios dejaron
el past' a los rascacielos
donde el olor a tabaco

olorosos a tabaco

a ron y

a ron y caf tostado,

sp evapora. por los tubas
del aire acondicionado.

de bohios calcinados,

arrullados por la brisa
y los cantos del coqui.

caf(tostado,

Ya no' se eschucha el murmullo
Veredas que de a uno en 0fondo
caminaban tus tipleros
cuando la luna era Rena
y era noche de domingo.

Hace apenas media siglo
asi0estaban tus riberas
caminadas po!' tus gentes
qup bien sabian ,por que
te llamaban Isla Verde

de tu brisa tropical.
Eh vez se oye el rugir
de cien aviones a chorro
que a tus playas aterrizan
quemando el mangle y la brisa
y fastidiando al coque.
Te has convertido en jungla
de cabarets y posadas,
de mtisica com plicada
de jergas incomprensibles.

'

Ya no ere§ isla, eresjungla.*
v
Ya no se sabe por que
te llamaron Isla Verde.
Manuel Garcia Morin
Nagam6)
19,3

Copyright 1981 by Manuel Garcia Morin, used by permission. _All rights reserved by.
the author.
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PUERt0 RICANS 11k1 SCIENCE:

Iteport of a Meeting Held April 22-24,- 19817
Bethesda, Maryland
conducted by the Office ,of Opportunities in Science
American Association for the Advancement of Seience
.

Esta ponencia de Ia reuniOn de abril de 1981 'resume los discursos

dados y los debates qostehidos clurante eqta sesiOn. Los resdmenet
de los, debates incluyen informaciOn sobre' algunas de las
recomendaciones del grupo. La- mayorIa del material presentido en
esta ponencia -puede encontrarse en forma 'Integra en otras partes de
este libro.

.

twelVe divisions arid institutes Of She National Institutes of Health cosponsored
this Conference* to examine'the barriers to participation of Puerto Ricans in the United
States to careers in science and biomedicine. Thirty-five senior Puerto Rican scientists
tobk part in the session, virtually all Working in biomedical fields. Four were employed
at universities on the island of Puerto. Rico, and the others worked in scientific'settings
on the mainland, including positions in government, acadtme, and the private sector.
Twenty science students of Puerto Rican heritage were alsO active participants; they
were enrolled in"mainland graduate and undergraduate programs, many of thefn doing
research under. Minority Biomedical Support program (mBs) or Minority Access to
Research .CareerS Progrsm (MARC) auspices. Also contributing to the meeting were
a number of NIH staff members, several Puerto Ricans who work closely with scientists

although not trained in those fields, AAAS staff; and a few observers frdni federal
agencies interested in the theme of the conference. The meeting consisted of small
workshops alternating with plenary sessions.
.0

At the opening plenary session, S. Maria Hardy (Associate Professor of Physiology

at Louisiana Slate University, Shreveport, Itnd Chair of the Conferenbe) outlined the
history of concern and. involvement by Puerto Rican science professionals that led to
the,conceptualization and convening of this.:Conf,erence. She noted the AAAS role in
many of these activities including the mfnocitir women scientists conference, the informal
meeting of Puerto Rican scientists in New/York in 1476, the Puerto Rican membership
on' the AAAS Committee. on Opportunities in Science and the Puerto Rican directory
project. She charged the conferees to utilize the opportunity which had been provided

them by the NIH to examine .the barriers to, their. participation in science, and to
formulate a course of action that would lead to advances in biomedical careers.
,

Zora Griffo, Special Assistant_ to the Direetor, NIH, outlined the history- of

concern by the National Mstitutes of Health for groups.underrepresented in biomedical

*Division of Research Resources, Drvision of Equal Opportunity, National Cancer
Institute, National Institute of General. Medical Sciences, Natiqnal jnstitute of
.

Neurological and Communicative DisorderS and Stroke, National Institute of Allergyand
Infectious Diseases, National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive Diseases,
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National Institute of Dental

Research, National Institute on Aging, National Eye Institute, Fogarty International
Center.

-
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research. She noted the peed to understand the .particular barriers to career entry by'

the various groups and indicated that NIH's missibn required that it attend to the

development of needed talent frorh all segments of the Population. %Both speakers noted

that the decision to go forth with such efforts was a sign of NII-Ps perception of the
importance of this part of its mission in view of the hard choices being made 'in'a time
of budget cutbacks.

the' following plenary session which was chaired by _Yvonne Benner of the
Office of Personnel Management, the conferees reviewed .issues relating to Puertb
Ricans in science as suggested by a series of background papers diStributed in advance
of the meeting. Pedro Barbosa, Professor of'''Entomology, University of MarNliand,
analyzed the status of Puerto Rican scientists in the continental United States. Utilizing

some statistics from a paper prepared for the conference by Betty Vetter of the
Scientific Manpower CommisSion, he noted the higher Concentration of Hispanic

Bachelor's, Master's and Doctoral degree recipients in the social and behavioral sciences,
and the more, severe underrepres'entation in the mathematical .,and physical sciences.
In emplOyment, Hispanics are only 1.5% of the nation's faculty, but 5.6% of the U.S.
population. In 1976, less than 4% of the Puerto Ricans in the U.S. labor force -had

completed four or more years of college. Of all science and engineering doctorates' in
the U.S. in 1979, only .8% were Hispanic. In federal employment, Hispanic workePs
in 1978 were 1.0% of all physical scientists, 1.5% of the engineers, 2.3% of.the health
and biological scientists, and 1,8% of those in mathematics and- computer science.
Barbosa summarized Vetter:s critique of data, gathering on Hispanic 'scientists; since
'tszie little was known about ,their :education and employment in general, and virtually
nothing was available on patterns within the Hispanic groups, we .Cannot make ..firm.
\,policy decisions based on quantitative data alone. Hispanic students certainly were,
'being provided with feW rote models of working Hispanic scientists,- and non-Hispanics6
were not being exposed to the idea that Puerto Ricans and other HispanicS were fully
capable of holding sCierififi.C.`jobS.'

'

Manuel Gomez Rodriguez, Director of. the Resource Center for Science and
Engitneering 'at the University of,Puerto Rico,-Rio Piedras; outlined scientific institutions, /
_education and research on the;island. He noted the doubling in. college enrollments on
the island between 1969 and 4979. About 18% of the-students are- enrolled in science
related, programs. The rapid' expansion'in student }lumbers and cUrricular offerings has
led to the hiring of many professors at less than doctoral levels. This doctoral shortfall,
in turn, has prompted puerto Rican universities to support graduate fellowships and
training at greater levels than in the past. The extra graduate students and the greater
availability of some targeted research money, for minority institutfons has increased
research productivity in:Puerto Rico. :Gomez noted the importance of the MARC and
MBS programs of NIH, plus support from NSF and the Department Of \Energy. He
documented theleffect of such targeted -efforts with data on numbers of papers published
by island scientists in-refereed journals. Gomez contrasted this to the, mainland picture
of declining enrollmenq, -. aging and stagnant faCulty, surplus doctorates, and slowing
support for research. Ile suggested that Puerto Rican entry into industrial society

from an 'agriculiiral past, 'and the: high .birthrate on the island, are ,twb important
explanations for the' differefice.between the status of ScienceOn the mainland and the
island. The intensity of ?Puerto Rican .groW0 in the Sciefides :has offered peat
opportunities for women to enter these fields,' he remarked,1.leading to parity rarelr,
seen in scientific, fields on the mainland: :Not that science,,on,/the :island was problemfree. Precollege teaching.of science and mathiamatics ispoor leaChers can get better
jobs elsewhere .(especially in industry) if trained in tedhni.cal. .fieldS, and those WhO
re ain in' the classroom are apt to be credentialed in. non-science' areas._ Itepedial
work, is needed by. Many college students, which the universities provide in gobd part

, ..
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through computer aided and television instruction. Gomez also said that not all island
colleges' were as well endowed to do science training and research as Rio Piedras..
pi

Rafael Valdivieso, director of the Center_ for Educational Equity of ASPIRA,
reviewed educational policy and research-an education as it related to minority students

in genel and Puerto Ricans in particular.

He found that programs and research
ispanics or Puerto Ricans had often been "add ona" to work
designed'Ior Gt-h populations. Educators and policymakers tended- to regard, Puerto
Rico as'-a state whose denizens spoke a foreign language, and mainland Puerto Ricans
as,indistinguishable fromother Hispanic Americans. The result was optright conflict
some policy and resdarch results, or at best, confusion and gaps in services (or
Puerto ,Rican students. Valdivieso reviewedIhe existing.)iterature on, Puerto Rican
education. Retention studies gave suggestivt bit inconElusive results because they
supposedly related

agpiegated Hispanics. Achievement studies showed greatest dispaeity between Hispanic

e
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and non-Hispanic seventeen year-ólds in the Northeast, again intriguing but indirect
evidence on Puerto Ricans. He also found ambivalence on attitudeS toward the success
and fate of bilingual education, stemniing from the costs Of such programs, American
uncertainty about the role of Janguage in the nation's culture, and allegations. that
research had not shoWn bilingual instruction to be beneficial to students. Vtldivieso
was ,not surprised to find only partial' compliance with Office of Civil Rights .(0R),
directives .on bilingual education throughout U,S. schools, Some detailed:studies .have'.
been done on the degree to which Puerto kican.students attendaegregated schools, but /
it revealed many differences between and within cities. The trend, however, seemed
toward increasing segregation of, Puerto Ricans, not integration. If further research
confirms this finding, court action might be required for remedy.
Candida'Acosta; Dpan "Of Academic Affairs, University of the, Sacred ,Heart in
Santurce,. Puerto Rico, and Harald Stolberg, Program Manager, Development in Science
Education, NF .(on leave from,,the University of Puerto Rico) dealt with role modeling
'and stereotyping as,it related to Puerto'Ricans in science. They noted that stereotypes

often contain a germ of truththe 'notion that "Puerto #icans are incapable of being
scientiats"- stews in part, from the fact. ihab 'so few' have been cncouraged to follow
such occupations. The paucity of Puerto Rican scientists made it- hard for teachers

to provide role models, they said, linking the *steresitype/model problems. They asked,
the group to rethink the idea that only visible, nCtionally known persons make good
role models. Often a 'acientist pursuing a less intense career than a Nobel prize winner
made a more-realistic mode.l, one with wham students coyld truly identify.
Three panelists reviewed science programining for 1')tierto RicansShirley Mahaley
'Malcom (Program ,Head, ,AAAS Office of, Opportunities in Science), Elward Bynum
(Director, MARC ProgFam, NIH), and Ciriaco Gonzalez (Director, MBS.PrOgram, NIH),
Bynum reviewed -the features pf the MARC Program at NIH, indicating the oPportuilities
it provided to minoritY students to receive training -inbion2edical careers. Gonzalez
outlined the major features of the MBS Program and the role irhas played in enhancing
biomediCal research in institu,tions which train significant numbers Of minority students.
Tbe:' work of Geraldine Woods, consultant to iNIH and conference observer, 'in the'
eSta6lishment of the-major minority focused efforth at NIH was noted.

Malcom, in reviewing other targeted programs in the Department of Health and,
Human Services and. in other agencies, remarked on the elimination and/or cutbacks,0in
most sUch efforts...:She.said that the role of targeted programs and those aimed at
capacity building have not been appreciated ill the,recent-round.of budget cuts,, noting
that the lack of clout of those affected or the failure to use the political clout which
does exist has made twdget cutters fearless in their attack on minority science prograins.
oto
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All panelists indicated the need to move toward Mainstream programs and, participation
in the full range of professional. science aetivities in the scjence focused agencies and
departm ents.
.

,
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On the following day,,the Scientists divided intci) five workshops to detail solutions.
to the issues raised in etVier defiherations. The grou s con'sidered precollege education,
college education, gradSate- and professional education, employment,. and professional
status. Several themes emerged:.!- the need for an, organization of Puerto Rican scientists

and engineers, for example. Theworkshop participants Were conscious of the need to

propose, programs in the face' of limited government budgets; often, tyleY, ofeComrnend

that greater parity.between Puerto Ricans and others could be achieved by surveying
existing'resources and projects and advertising them more"-Videly among Puerto Ricans,

or by adjusting the program to make certain it was accessible to Puerto,,Ricans.

.

k

The precollege workshop delved into "the problem- of "tracking" students by

.

academic level. They,idek,..tified two problems that thisCaised for Puerto Rican students.
First; a disproportionate number of Puerto. Rican students ended up in the loweSt track,
not because of lack of ability but 'because of imperfect testing or bias. Second, the

workshop said that the lowest track students, regardless .Of ethnic heritage,' often had
incredibly poor instruction, despite the fact that their level of performance indicated
the need for greater. resource allocation' from. educators.
This workshop also
recommended emphasis on mathematics preparation for Puerto Rican students as crucial
for any modern day career, but particularly for those jobs which were science related.
They asked Puerto Rican scientists themselves to monitor school policy in their home
towns, to serv' as role models4..for youth, ande to inspire and motivate students in their
,

,,,

.^

comtnunity. Americo Riverg,, of..NIH led this 'workshop discusSion.
.

,

1.
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The college workshop NIS, headed bji 'Clara Rodriguez; Dean, School of' General.
Studies,"Fordham University.. Her group recomniendqd that krevised directory of Puerto '
RiCan scientists' be more inclUsive 6f College students, indexing them by discipline and
instruction. They deplored the effect ,of forthcoming. budget Cuts inIfederal funding
for science education and health graining, remarking that, the ,§:tringency was -.coming
just at the time when Puerfo Rican and other Hispanic students were finally receiving
benefits from such nationwide efforts. Finally, they -asked. for 'scholarship funds for
Puerto Rican science students, possibly raised by. a group .of Puerto Rican scientists.

Cesar Rodrigue,z and James Lugo, graduate students at Brandeis and the,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) respectively, led the graduate education
workshop. The, members called for better preparation of Puerto ,Rican students regarding
testing procedures for entry into professional and graduate training. They saw, a need
' for better briefing of -graduate students in the skills which make scieritists employable:
resume drafting, ihterview techniques, and the like. They thought *graduate schools
could do 'a better job of informing Puerto Rican students of financial.aid opportunities.
They urged colleges to encourage undergraduates to obtain research experience before-

going to graduate school, as a realistic taste of what scientific life is like.

The.employment workshop, chaired by Teresa Mercado of tilH, began by remaddng
on the.iinportance of networking as a means Of finding a job and seeking better positions
within pne's firm or agenc .. They suggested that Puerto Rican science students prepare
themselves for the wor pf work not just by acquiring technical competence, but also

by. obtaihing the broad experience and learning offered by a liberal arts Curriculum.
The workshop recommended that, studentscollege as well as graduateattend scientific
meetings to build "up professional contacts and to see how scientists conduct their
business.. The scientists asked for widerAistribution 6f informati6n about job openings,

10

still too often filled by thf clandestine cliques of decades past. The* woikshop asked
/Professional scientific organiiations to meet" needs of aspiring women scientists by
providing child-Care during sessions.
Aafae,l, Igartua, a phyi.cian (internal medicine), guided ,.he discussion On
professional 'status. The group detailed the for4natfor an expanded and-revised directory
of- Puerto RAcan scientists and engineers.. They thought professional scientists should
devote some of their time to improving science education for Puerto Rican high/chool

and college students, and ectioed some:Of the program recommendations fr6m ttle
workshops Tor those levels. . They., also recoMmended that professional status in the
hiwanic and non-Hispanic,.community could be enhanced by promoting science to
community organizations. gii,Ch as churches and clubs.

the

Following

workshops

was

a

student/scientist

panel

involving

two

undergraduates, two graduate stiklents, One reentry student, and two professional
In this informal session, panelists 'discussed their educational experienCes,
career aspirations, research interests and future goals-, The panel touched off a lively
discussiOn involving all the conferees on various concerns related to otnsuing a scientific,
careen financial resources, contributions of farbily and other suppOrt groups, and
combining professional with personal life.

scientists.

The conferees reconvened after the student/scientist panel to start work on

creating regional networks of Puerto Rican scientists and engineers. They roughed out
the boundaries each network should cover, and found volunteers' to start work in several
of the regions. They asked' the regional coordinators to assemble again in Wastiington
in January, 1982 to share experiences and to consider what kin&of national organization
would ,be supported by the networks. TheT asked that news of their decision to start
networks be broadcast in the, press release on the conference. The scientists authorized
the Office of Opportunities in Science of the AAAS to serve as a "mailbox" for
com munication among network coordinators until a national Puerto Rican *scientists'
association took over that function.
,

Two speakers tied together many features of the Puerto Rican experience in-

America in gener'al and in science in 'particular. Major General Enrique Mendez, Deputy
Surgeon General of .the United 'States Army, encouraged scientists and students alike
to take pride, in their Hispanic roots, noting the tremendous contributions rnade by
Hispanics to the development, growth, advancement, culture and heritage of tbe United
States. He urged all to let that knowledge and pride in Hispanic contributions io
America take them forth in ptirsuit of the goals of the conferenee. Dr.
Associate Director for . Extramural Research of NIH, noted the tremendous 'human
resourees ot:ered by -Hispanic scientists to the solution of biomedibal problems. In
keeping with NIH's desire to nur,ture.and 'encourage these efforts they are taking a
critical-look to see just how they might work with the University of Puerto Rico (UPR)
medical campus in helping it to fully realize its potential as an important center for
biomedical research and, training.

10.
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/ INTRODUCTION TO. CONFERENCE

S. Marfa Hardy
Confrene Chair and Chair, American Association for the Advanpement
of Science Committee on Opportunities in Science

S,e presents -un panorama histiirico de los sucesos desde 1976
que 11,ivaron a la Conterencia de Pprtorriquefios en la Ciencia y la
Biomedicina de abril de 1981. Se destaca en estas observaciones de

introducciOn la influencia di las organizaciones cientificas y de
ingenierfa hispfTicas as como el papel de la American Association

1,-

.

for the Advancement of Science para servir a la-comunidad cientifica
portdrriquefik.

,

,

Ciood afternoon. Dr. Martin Luther King had a dream. To me this conference is
a drearri cOnie"true. I bid you welcome on behalf of- the -AAAS, the Office of

°Opportimities in SCience and its advisory commtttee; as well as our sponsors, thd

NationalInsitutes of Health:
-

I Come to- you not only as a member of the committee of* the Ofrke of

Opportunities in 8cience; but SpeCially as A Puerto Rican scientisi born in Boriqtien arid

transplanted to the mainland.

At this ,time, I would like to give_ you a personal historical background to pis
coniterence.'' :Soffe, Y'eaA ago, circa 1973, 'Ithe,, President's ',Cabinet Committee on
Opportunities for Spanish Speaking ?bople niet In Washington wi,th scientists and engineers

.representing the. Chicano; Cuban, and PuerteRican populations: At that tithe it became
apparent *that We were not as' organited or mnited as were our Cuban colleagues or the
Chicanosl ..The Orogress of /the latter 'group was evident by the newly-lormed Society
for the' Advancement of Chiednos andjlatiVe Americarks_in,Science.(SACNAS) and the
Scriety of Rispanie Professional. Engfrieers (SHPE). Bothof thesegroups are vry active
,and their' presence :is felt: mainly in- ihe..Sout-hviiist and 'the West Coast. On the East

r

coast, the Society of Sbanish Engineera, Planners, andArchitects (S/SEPA) shortly

*,

followed suit. Eventually, the Jkasociation of Psychoiogista for. La Raza was formed in
the West whlle the.East had-an-Association of Health' ProfesSionals. 'Seeing the cliversity

,of the' various groupsrit was necessary4o halie a Priertcrkidan scientist who pould
serve ,as a coordinator to distribute information from these. organizations. Thus, at
that 1973---6nference, Pedro Barbo'Sa and Myself werd'',voluriteereci to serve .in that
, 'capacity. Tbis.soon proved ta be a very ,difficult task since We'knew few of the Puerto
Rican seientists'.on thd mainland.

.

While other 'Minorities were increasingly active, the Puerto Rican Engineering
and Scientific".Soeiety (P,RESS) Nas establishe9 Nith the able leadership of Angel Rivera

anehiS cblleagyes. This was mostly an eneineering group, active mainly in the New
York and New Jersey, Metropolitan area.

J

In 1975,.008 sponsored a conference of minoittyywOrnen scientists:- Is a direct
result 'of thai conference, five ,Puegto Rican participants assisted the Office of
Opportunities in Science in the preparation of a 1976 May meeting of Puerto Rican
scientists and ,engieers _in New York City. You have in your background materials,
the ret)ort :of that meeting. Subsequently, Pedro Barbosa, Luis Nieves and myself were
asked to serve 'the Committee on Opportunities in Science (COOS) as Puerto Rican
panelists. The following year, Luis Nieves and I were invited to be members of COOS.
'

.
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It was sood very Clear to both Luis and rfie- that' we coutd -not speak in true faith for
the Puerto' Rican scientific coMmunity. We 'did not know who we were, where we
werel what were our fields of expertise, 'and most of all, what were our wants and
participants, namely,
,
needs. We 'asked COOS that- the tirifnai.y concern.of the'Mays 1976
the prepakation of a ,Directory. of Puerto Ridan Scientists and Engineers, be dealt with.

The sole- ipurpose of the Directory was its distribution only among the scientists and,
engineeis ;mentioned in the DireCtory, It was also used to serye as a pool for the
-development of ,this 'conference as Suggested by some of you, especially Mabelle Giraldo.
to establish regional netWOrks 'was' also
The possibility of using thifs "-Directory
.
contemplated.
't
.

0

,

Thug, with the full endorsement of .0005, the staff, and the support and

encourageMent of William Ca.,ey, EXecutive Officer Of AAAS, monies were allocated
-td fund suChan..enterprise. In spite of many odds and .obstacles, Yvonne Benner aria
Michele Aldrich were able ,to compile such a directory which is nqw out of 'date.

AS you can see, it has taken several years, much dedication and hard work to
get this 'conference under Way.: It isàlo to be noted that most bf the work has been

dohe by our friends and colleagues who do not happen to be Puerto Rican. The members
Of- 00S and its advisory conymittee -felt our needs must be met. The proposal was

prepared, and in Ei year of drastic cuts in the federal budget, it is gratifying to note
that the many institutes and divisions of the National.Institates of Health are supporting
this copferende.
The many Whites, Chicanos and Blacks who haire worked for this day do not wish
to speak for us. They want us to stand and be counted. When we speak of ;Hispanics,
we speak of all our brother's and sisters having a common language and cultural heritage.
.

But as 'Hispanics, we do not address 'the special needs of Puerto Ricans, the problems
of the Cubans in the Southeast, or the problems of the .Chicanos in the Southwest.

,Thus, it- is of importan e that we- meet as Puerto Ricans at this, our first national
-gathering.

This meeting provides a wonderful opsortuity to meet each other, to explore
-our experiences both here and on our island, to inciàs&d strengthen the ties between
the Puerto, Rican scientists here and in Puerto Rico, to develop strategies to increase
the participation of Puerto RiCans in science and engineeringTht _all levels and in all
fields, thereby increasing Our effectiveness and visibility, of being-tullirticipants in
-our chosen fields. Let's make the words, written in our diplomas and scientific
a
organization certificates, "and 'is fulW entitled to all the privileges granted'
reality.

/

The fime thas come 'for you to let your feelings and wishes be known to decide
- what are the npxt steps. to :be ttaken to achieve our goals. I trust that a spirit of
-

cooperatfon will bp prevalent. I'ask you to look beyond your special indiVidual needs

and direct your sights to our needs as well as our role in the later pool or all

minorities. Let us learn fromthe successes and mistakes_ of our brothers and sisters,
the Native Americans,l Chicanos, Cubans and Blacks. Let us not be destructive, but
be not only self supportive, but also let' us identif ith the
constructive. Let
aspiratiOns of other minorities..' At such critical times as these, we ne each other.
'Let us-get out of the woodwOrk and, pay our dues.
-

,

We are indeed fortunate in 'having many young people participating at this
meeting. Let us give them a solid and positive foundation so that they can assume
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the leadership of tomorrow. Let us share_ our experiences with them. Above all, let
us not forget ,where we came from, bur island.
Think yod.

c,
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NIA PERSPE

Zora J. Griffo
Special Programs 0 leer
National Institt_rt

*1,

Health

en la
: Se examinan las cuestiones que tienen influencia
/
participación de portorriquelios en investigaciones biomgchcas y temas
reladionados desde el punto de-,vfta cientffico econ6inico y social.

Se presenta una lista de las:' as en las -males NIII intents continuer
proporcionando fmanciamint, asf como un resumen de los programas
y -actividades- pasados y presentes que eaten dirigidos a las minorias.
Por Ultimo, se describen los problemas sociales que afectan a la
comuniad hispfma.

,

/

- It is a great pleasure to address.you al this ConferenCe of Puerto Rican Scientists .
7 a meeting' co-sponsored by the American Association for the AdvanCement of Science
and twelve operating components, Institates and Divisions of the National Institutes of
Health which are' dedicated to providing a forum for addressing the full\range of issues
that impact on the participation of Puertd Ricans in biomedical and related research.
To addrc3s these 'issues, we will need to examine ihem from their scientific, economic,
'and soci al perspectives.

As-for science, never before has there been a more fertile period in the history
of mankind,. for triggering an explosion of knowledge in the life sciencea. %And this
coincides with leas than_ four decades of decided public support through federal fund§
researeK. --Cdnsequently, bnly the foundations have been laicP the
greatest accomplishments in medicine are yet to come.
The economy, on .the other hand, has never befOre been in a More
_ serious
é
no.longer
Due
to
conflicting
'demands
on
the
-federaldoltai,
situation than now.
expect increasing support for biomedical activitiei, but rather hope: few stabilization
buttressed by our careful stew-ardahip of the scientific enterprise in the face of shrinking
resources: Consequently,-we are 'already coming to\grips with this reality by identifying
areas tbat will merit our greatest commitment throughout' the :80's.. We intend to
.

continue:
o
o

Supporting the full range .of health related research, although sorne areas will
be receiving a greater infusiorrithan others.'

Upholding the scientific quality of research proposals as the single most
'important consideration in funding decisions.

o

Protecting investigator-initiatedt research projects to ensure that a relatively
- 'stable number of cbmpeting- prbposals are funded each year. If necessary,.
we will achieve this at some expense to the .other forms of research support,
such as clinical trials, develbpmental work 'under contracts, .categorical
research Centers, shared large resources, control programs, and other similar
activities.-

o

Providing ample opportunities1 for- new 'investigators to enter biomedical
research. Contrary to a widely held belief, new investigators are competing
r-

favorably -with their senior colleagues "for NIH support; we will- make sure
ghat these opportunities are not diminished in the y,ears ahead.
o

Supporting, as best, we can, our research manpower training programs. In
our view, this- is our most imporrant priority next to maintaining individual
investigator-initiated research projects.

Making. eyery effort 'to draw' more M.D.s into researct. T he number 4of
clinical regeqchers has been aecreasing during the past few years, resulting
in an imbalance between basic' and :. clinical research; we will make every
effort to reverse this trend..
-..;=.;

o

Looking for better ways to share large resources and improve the delivery
of -research results to the' health care sector and the bedside.

o

Strenthening, and even developing, new relationships with industry, academia,
and the community for the support of science.

As for societal issues, it is fair to say that scientists
as Well

and their'federal sponsors

are 'So absorbed with the substance of science that they lag behind in

resonating with the societal issues spreading throughout the 'world at the close of this
century. ConSequently, it took a long chain of events before we could fully appreciate
the need for having all subgroups oVthe U.S. population, including minorities, women,
:lind 'the handicapped, equally contribute to and benefit_from the conduct of science.
(

During the last decade,. NIH has taken steps to remedy past inequalities by-

.establishing minority-oriented.programs, including the Minority Biomedical Support (MBS)
-.Pfogram and the Minority High School Student Summer Research Apprenticeship Program
of the Division of Research Resources; the Minority Access to Research Careers (MARC)
Program of ..the National Institute of General Medical Sciences; the Cooperative MinOrity

Programs through which otherNles un -parts of MBS or MARC-supported

projects or fellows; the Minority HypertensionResearch Development Summer Program
of the National Heart,'Lung, and Blood,InStitute; and the Extramural Associates Program
administered jciintly by the Office of the Director, NIH; and the bivision of Research
Grants.
Further, we significantly increased the participation of minorities- and women on

NIH adVisory groups and are assembling a consultant file which will make such
pirticipation even more accessible.
We have also made specific, progress With regard_ to HispaniCs. The Minority
Biomedical Support Program supports significant numbers of Hispanics; other NIH
Minority programs are following suit.' To increase our understanding, we supported
several conferences focusing on Hispanics both as contributors and beneficiaries of
biomedical research. In September 1978, we convened a joint NIH-ADAMHA (Alcohol,
Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration).-Conference to explore both the critical
health issues affecting Hispanics and the various means towards increasing the
paqicipation of Hispanics -in biomedical research. In November 1980, thirteen NIU
InskitUtes and Divisions sponsored a Nationaltorifitence of the Society for Advaneement
of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science in Albuquerque, New ,Mexico. Earlier
this month, key NIH officials visited the Medical Sciences Campus Of the University
of Puerto Rico to.explqre their 'current research activities and identify areas for.further
emphasis. From all accounts, this visit was highly successful.
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E:rom these conferences and other, exchanges with Hispanic Americans, we have
become sensitized to issues that affect the Hispanic convaiMity. We are noW aware that:.
o

There ika need for distinguishing subgroups aniong Hispanics and that Measures

directed toward increasing their _Oarticipation in science mu:st first address
the specific problems encountered by Hispanic American -subgroups
the
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Cubansand others.
o

There is a need for accurate statistics. Current statistics do not distinguish
between native and foreign born Hispanic scientists and,- consequently, do not
reflect the underrepresentation Of native Hispanic Americans in 'science.
. I

There is a need for Hispanic American scientists tO serve as role models
fropi impressing high school students' with fliture careers in science to

Placing Hispanics in decision-making i:oles in the public and private sectors.

o

There is a need for more Hispanic scienti§ts to engage it' research, teaching,
and administration.

o

Therel§ a need,for maintaining and strengthening the special minorityprogram§
such as those sponsored by NIH. a

'A

There. is; also' a very important need to aid Hispanics:scientists to ,make the
transition. from -training to conducting independent research.
o, Thereis a need for elucidating the diseases.and"cdnditiOns that have a special
impact)on Hispanic Ainericans and for deveroping and introducing appropriate
preventive" measures.

We hope that this corterencewill be a catalyst for further explbring these and

similar issues aimed at increasing our, understanding oT .what needs to be accomplished
.,
in -the decades, ahead.
-

HISPANIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMERICAN LIFE:
HISTIRICAL AND MODERN PERSPECTIVES

ci

Remarks at the Conference by Major General Enrique Mendez, Jr.
Deputy Surgeon General
.
United States Army

.

Esta ponerieia analiza las diferentes rnaneras en que la cet;c1tura
hispana ha contribuido a la vide en los jEstados Unidos, tanto en el
pasado cbmo en el presente. El autor resenta el rol hist6rico que,
jug6 Espeila y Cuba en la Guerra de la thdependencia. y el desarrollo
la constru ci6n de los' ferrocarriles y
subsiguiente de las colonies
'colas en
industrias
proporcionando mano de ob,a pare
crecimiento. Details ademits la iniluencia latina hoy en dia que puede
observarse en los nombres de los estados y ciudades americanos, los
estitlos de vestimenta, arquitectuka, alimentos, industria automotriz y
del tabaco, el sistema legal (principalmente en el Suroeste), y el
lenguaje, literature, mtisiea y arte amerieano.

The roots are. deep and the heritage is clear. The Spanish missionaries, soldiers
and settlers dame with Christopher Columbus and first touched on the islands of the
'k West Indies. Some settled diere, learning to live in these areas, mixing wait the Indian
inhabitants and, at times, exploiting their labor. 'Other advaticed to the continental

-niainland,"some to Mexico, clashing with Aztec culture and doing battle. with its armies.
:"Ottier expeditions headed north to areas beyond the Rio Grande to the "Great Southwest
and others went south to Central and South America. And all of 'this happened quickly
and early, (in the 15005). Spanish power and influence subsequently waned, but theu
, geople that caine explored, worked, settled and increased in numbers. :Other expansioni 4"

were -occurring at the same time pioneers were oving adross the United States
- west and toward Cie Pacific. Two cultures° met, clashed and 'subsequently have tried
to amalgamate'.

One hundred years ago, Walt Whitman said, "I have an idea that there is much
of importance about the Latin contribution to 'American nationality that will never be
put with sympathetic understanding and tact on the record."
°

For some reason, many of us, perhaps becaUse .of some of our teachers, seem
to believe that American History began at Plymouth Rock. In fact, during the' years
the Pilgrims ,were struggling with their colony in New 'England, cities were growing in
Florida, in'the Southwest and in Puerto Rico.

Whether we Americans are conscious of it or not - we enjoy a large Hispanic
heritage.

The statesdf California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Nevada, Montana and
b Florida have Spanish names. There are over 1,000 cities, townS, 1counties and landmarks
.

,that also bear Spanish names. Today, Spanish, is by far, the iost commonly spoken
language, outside English, in the United States.

Some, have heard_that Ponce de Leon diseovered Florida, in 1513, but how many
know that Hernando -de Soto led an expedition in 1539 through Florida, present-day.
Georgia, North: and South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, flississippi, and Louisiana?
After discovering the mouth of the Mississippi, his expedition continued through Arkansas
15 ,

-

and Texas to -Mexico. Shortly thereafter, Coronado. led ,his expedition throughthe
present states of.New Mexico, Oklahoma and Kansas. Incidentally, the first non-native
to iee these present-day states was toronado's most trusted scout, Estevanico, a Black
who was eventually killed on a scouting mission.

Almost unrecorded in American history,is that a Spanish pilot, Esteban Gomez,
exfilored along the Eastern' Seaboard as far north as Maine in 1525, discovering the
mouths of the Connecticut,_ Hudson and Delaware. rivers.

On the West Coast, Spanish explorers had reachedSan Francisco by 1542 and
Oregon a year later, while Juan de Zalvidar penetrated to the present site^ of Denver
in 1600.

Although frequently ignored by those who write history books, the oldest
settlement under the U.S. flag is San Juan, Puerto 'Rico (1521), and the two oldest
American cities- are St. Augustine (settled in 1565) and Santa Fe (1.6(2)).Many other
cities are of Spanish origin, of which the best known are Los An e , Pensacola,
Mobile, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Albuquerque, Tticson, Monterey!,,nd
Santa Barbara. But how many people know that Dubuque (Iowa), Galveston (Terixas).,
New Madrid (Louisiana) and Florissant (Missouri) are also Spanish .in origin? Cia*that
St. Louis was an important Spanish post at one time?

Five years ago we celetirated. Our Bicentennial year. Desbite all the historical
reportings, few Americans were aware that Spain also played an important role,in the
War 6f Independence. In 1776, King Carlos of Spain granted a credit of one millionpounds - a large sum at that time - to the American colonists. Later, as the financial.
condition of the American Army became dangerously loW, a French Admiral "(de Grasse)

went to seek funds in Cuba. French historians say-that the money was collected in
five hi:Airs from the public treasury and erom 'private citizens of Havana.

'While history lakes ample notice of the French contribution to the American
victory, it is very meager about substantial Spanish aid - both financial and military.
Spanish ports s in Europe and the Caribbean were opened as safe havens to harassed
American, shippi*. In 1779, Spain declared war on Great Britain. A large Spanish
fleet chased .tge English navy from the Gulf of Mexico, and Spanish troops based' in
New Orleans, commanded by Bernardo de Galvez, who was then Governor of Louisiana,
conquered British troops at Baton Rouge, Fort Manchac, and FOrt Panmure. With the
help of his own soldiers, as' well as Cuban troops Eind 600 Choctaw' Indians, Galvez
recaptured Mobile and Pensacola from the British. And, §panish troops -at St. Louis
beat off a British attack in 1780 and gained command of the Mississippi.
These short histOrical highlights serve to introduce some,of the contributions of
Hispanics to our total way of life. I kno.w of no way to divorce those contributions
from the history of the country.

The horsy was one of the most important Spaaish imports to the southwestern
United States. It provided the means of transportation for the conquistadores and for
the transportation of supplies, settlers and the mdbiity of the .Plains Indians. In the'
early 1600s, it was De Onate's expedltion that brought grain seed into Texas and New
Mexico and his livestock that dropped offspring along the way of the Camino Real (the
Royal Road). Cattle and sheep came with him and the first herds spread across the land.
Religion and .the friars were an important part of.these movements -,conversions
of Indians, spread of the Catholicism of the Spanish, the development of missionsand
the teaching. not only of religion but European Customs, language and agriculture.
16

Missions stepStoned through the Southwest and, through California originally spurred
on by.Franciscan friars.-k 'We still know such names as.San Luis Obispo, San Jose, San
Juan Capistrano, an'd Concepcion Espada. The mission Would have around it,1 the
"presidios" for soldiees' barracks, necessary public buildings and; in connection with it,

a "rancho del rer or "King's range" to pasture the hoeses belonging to the tort. L
grants could be authorized by the fort commanders and villages and towns were.forme
and thrived.

4In the latter part of the .nineteenth centurY, a new wave of 'Spanish-speaking

immigrants w9s buildings up Cubans came for cigar manufacturing in 1868 to Tampa,
Florida. .13asque herdsmen came to Calif.ornia, Oregon and inland to Idaho to ush

sheep-graiing land. Puerto Ricans came then to California, some_ stopping in a
roundabout way in Hawaii at the sugar cane fields.
_

The need of-the railroad for labo_r_started the twentieth century Mexican migration
at El Paso in 1900. Cotton a_nsLf-urther need,for labor increased it. Because of inequity

of pay and cOnditions, the first strike of Mexican sugar beet workers occurre9I

in

Ventura, California in 1903., The result was that they lost their jobs. °Characteristically

And for quite a few years later, the workers were brought in to do work that others
would not do and at wages that others would not accept. The continuation of that
history and the struggles that led to the status of today are, I am sure, known to all.
The largest Puerto Rican migration (all of whom were American citizens since

1917) to The continent occurred after World' 01.ar II. Post war air transportation made

travel easier. In 1946, 40,0.00 people came to New York. As tile industrial tenipo

slowed, many returned but the migration restarted agaior in 1950, spurred by a manpower
shortage in the continent. In 1951, 63,000 Puerto Ricaris ffew to New York. By 1953,
every tenth resident in nanhattan Island was Puerto Rican. 'From Spanish Harlem to
the Bronx, they crowded into tenements looking for better wages in garment industries,,
food and hotel industries, radio assembly, pharmaceutical laboratories and so on. They
also had the expectation that as soon as their fortunes had beftered, they would return
to.the island.- Others .saw better opportunities than New York, ahd by 1953, there
were 15,000 Puerto Ricans.in Chicago,. 4,000 in Bridgeport, Connecticut, and 2,500 in
Philadelphia, etc.

These were then the settings for two of the larger groups (Mexican Kmericans'
and Puerto Ricans); settings in which there was some disunity among the grodps

composing the Spanish-specaking peoples and poverty and not many choices of types of

jobs; settings that led to growing unity and a realization of a need for economic and

'political effectiveness; settings from which leadership and a definite

socioeconomic parity were to emerge.

thrust for

The language itself has influenced the life of all of us. .In the New Yoi.k subway,.
in a fine restaurant in San Antonio, in a supermarket in Miami, "se Habla esparion is .
almost as common as English being spoken: Public schools in many-communities have
instituted programs 6f instruction in both Spanish and English. Many Spanish radio
stations as well as television channels operating in Texas, California, Florida, Connecticut
and New York are flburishing.

Many Spanish words have been absorbed into our- daily language and.some of the
customs into.our ways of living. For example, typical words of °the Texas area are:
savvy = saber; lasso = laso; spurs .= espuelts; rancher = ranchero. chaps = chaparreras;
dolly wel-grrwhich Means to twiSt a rope around the horiTC1717e2saddle) = dale vuelta;
also such words as stampede, siesta, adobe, hacienda bronco, and canyon.
17

dwbOy dress (an6 of course today's western Wear) and equipment from tfie hat

to the orned saddle were.derived from the, Vaquero (Spanish for cowboy - orkin of
the Word "buckeroo"). Even certain term§ forWeather conditions found in our hemisphere
are deri 'd from Spanish: tornado frofn tronada (thunderstorm) and hurricane from
huracan ( hich is originally a Taino Indian VoTdror "evil spirit").

The opular Word "mustang" comes froM mestano. By the way, what would the..
US. auto industry do without tz,anish names for its ears? Such names are Fiesta,
Vega, Pinto, \Seville, Monterrey,°E1 Dora-do, .Ventura, Catalina and Cordoba (some of
which get miapronounced and miSSpelled bccasiorMilly

Hispanic \contributions are found in many induitries. The mining.indust ry in thiS
country benefited\ greatly from teChnology that was' adopted wholesale, particularly from,
Mexicans and from Peruvians. and Chileans who had been mining gold and silver since
the sixteenth century. In the spring of 1842, a Mexican, Francisco Lopez, discovered
gold in San Feliciano Canyon. - and the California gold rush Was on! It is ironic that,
MexiCan (aS well as Asian) citizens were permitted to work the minet, but were excluded
from ownership.

v..

In the railroad industry, the Chinese and Irish, in large part, did the backbreakit
work that built the lines; however, Mexican labor also played a key role. Testimony
to this fact are the Mexican-American communities along the railroad centers in the
Midwest and throughout the Nast.
.."

,

.

.
.,..

.

Significant also are the Latino contributions to the food industry of this country
and, indeed, the entire world. Indigenous type tamale and chile dishes, caramel custard,
guacamole, jambalaya, gumbo chicken with rice, paella and tacos are increasingly part
of our .menus.
a
The 'American tobacco industry hae,, also; benefited from Hispanic contributions.
In 1868, long.before cigarettes Were at all popular or aCceptable, the American 'cigar
industry got its .impetus from Cuban refugees who brought their renowned cigar-making
skills to the.United States. One,fiundred years later it happened again with,the arrival
of new refugees.

In the Southwest, the United States extended its borders in 1848, bringing one,7
million-square miles. of Mexican territory and thousands of its citizens. It acquired an'
established eeonomy 'as Nell as traditions of the Indo-Hispano-Mexican culture. Thus
today our legal, system, primarily in the S'outhwest, is heavily influenced by Mexican
'civil law and Roman law. In addition to the influence ,of Mexican justice of the peace '
System in our Southwest, two concepts have impacted our system:
The concept .of communal water. rights (which is derived from the Valencian
Court of Water Rights) is, a system of water distribution,.- or shared Cights - designed
'Tor the well-being of the entire community. This legal base has played a key role in
the economic develoPment of California and the Southwest.
1.

.

The concept of cominunity property - Despite the traditioh of "machismo",
ihe outstanding feature of this legal doctrine is the ithportance given to the wife as
a partner in the wealth and holding of the family, especially income and properties.
'tnterestingly, this concept is found neither in Roman nor in Anglo-Saxon law. It is of
course influenCing our national legal process with respect to the property rights. of
2.

women.
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In the field of architecture, we can 'readily see the influence of Mediterranean
and Spanish 'style throughout the country, especially in certain exclusive residential
areas. Many of us live in a "ranch house" and have "'patios". the affluent can afford
"cabanas."

.

American literature has not escaped Hispanic influences. Notable examples are
the works of Washington IiVing s(Tales of the Alhambra) ahd Mark Twain. It is said
that you must first know Cervantes to understand Twain, who was an -admirer 'Of the
works of Cervanteg. If ru compare their respective masterpieces, you Will see that
both Tom Sawyer an'd Don .Quixote are idealists, while Huckleberry Finn* and Sancho
Panza are the realists. Of the modern authors, Ernest Hemingway seems almost obsessed
and certainly influenced by the His[ianic culture. His novels,'The Sun Also Rises, Death
in the Afternoon and For WhoM the Bell Tolls, readily underscore this point. Hemingway's
masterpiece, The Old Man and the Sea2 about a Cuban fisherman pitted' against his

catch, is a unique insight into the ilispanic character.

Hispanic' authors such as George Santayana and Carlos Castaneda have also made

theft ififkience felt here in the United States.

Our fine,arts too have been heavily influenced. Whistler and John Singer Sargent
were influenced by Velazquez...Our modern mtiralists,have also been influenced by the
*xican muralists Rivera, Orozco and Siqueiros. Even the ordinary graffiti wiiter now
thinks twice before challenging.the work of the barrio muralists, a phenomenon moving
eastward from. the -streets of Los Angeles. The New York art scene, particularly in
ttie field of design, is experiencing strong influences from. PuertO Rican artiits.' World
renowned artists of the calibre of Dali and Picasso have brought ,about profound changes

in the art form.

What would our modern music be without the guitar? True rock-and-roll music is
a ,combination of ,western music (deriked' from ranchero music) and Black influences,
heavily .based on the guitar. What woulat popular music stations do without latin riusic?

Apart froM the Puerto Rican contributidns of the Salsa and the Plena, there are of
course the Rhumba, Mambo, Bolero, Tango and Merengik, to name a few. The ballet
now has Edward Vilella and. Fernando Bujones,,who follow the succesSful Alicip Alonso.
In opera, Placido Domingo and Faustino Diaz are equally well known.

The world of sports is_usually impacted by each rising ethnic group. Hispanics.
tend to predominate in horseracing, soccgr, baseball and boxing.. There 'are two
signif fcant contributions in "non-traditional" sports that are noteworthy.
After

N

dominating competitive tennis for a- number of years, Richahd "Pancho" Gonzalez today
is one of the leading strategists'of modern tennis, along With Pancho.Segura. One man,
by the name of Lee Trevino, changed the stuffy image of ,golf, encouraging participation
of the common person. Few have contributed to the sport of golf as much as Trevino.

The history of 'the Hispanic American soldier'has been one of distinguished
service. They have suffered casualties and fatalities in all wars since the American
Revolution. They have served with honor and with valbr. Thirty-nine Hispanics have
been awatkled Medals of Honor. At present, there are 30,631 Hispanics in the Army.
- 29,561 in the enlisted ranks, 898 officers and 172 warrant officers.

If I have sounded positive about the group, it js because I meant to be positive.
I belong to this .Hispanic group and share in my daily living the language, the customs
and the pride of the heritage. I believe recognition of that' heritage is amply deserved..

Let us give this recognition not in a ,sense of isolation but, with a senSe of unity in

1922

,

what his grouP and other groups have given to maintain the social, political and moial

stre th of this nation,A,The more we learn about each other, ,the greater understanding..
of ther nations and oTher peoples will develop.
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A BLURRED STATISTICAL ?PORTRAIT OF HISPANIC SCIENTISTS

.

Betty M. Vetter
Executive Director, Scientific Manpower Commission
.

Esta ponencia Presenta datos sobre: 1) mat 'culacidn,y.retenci6n
hisprinica en la. educaciOn superior; 2) matricul i6n hisplinica en ras
especializaciones de aiencia netural y social afuve1 de universidad

estudips de,postgrado (tambien gividida -de acuerdo 'al' Onero) -3)
tftulos otorgados a les estudiantes hispinco y 4) la participaci6n de
los hispanos en.la fuerza laboral cientffica y de ingeniena. Se presenta
um' anglisis de la insuficiencia, de la ,informaci6n .existente y de los

mkodos de reuni6n. de Vatos a continuaci6n de la presentaci6n
estadstica.
.
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In 1979, Hispanics, were 4.7% of the U.S. population sixteen years old and older.
Within that4dpanic population, 59.2% are Mexican. American or Chicano; 134% are
Puerto Rican, 8.1% are Cuban and 19.1% are Other Hispanic, having their origins' in
Spain or South America.
A higher proportion of Cuban arid "other" -Spanish origin Hispanics are employed
in professional and technical jobs thah Is true aniong those of- Mexican or Puerto Rican
origin(Table 1). We do not knoW Whether these ratios are also true among Hispanic
sciehtists. However, it doW not appear 'unreasonable to aisume that they might be
similar, since we know that as,of, March, 1979; among all persons 25 or older, only 3.9%
'of Americans of Mexican,origin had completed four:pr morc years of college, compgred
with 4.1% of Puerto Ricans, 12.0% *of Cubans aitd:13.8% of the remaining Hispanic
U.S. popUlation (Table 2). The proportion, of college graduates, aMong Hispanic men
is higher than among Hispanic women" (4.7%) (Table 3). ,
Enrollments

From the annual survey of freshmen condUcted by the Higher Education Research
Institute, we learn that 2.2% of males and 2.3%*of females' among Qfreshmen in the fall
of 1979 Are of Hispanic origin. These, proportions are similar for the Chicano. and
'Puerto Rican groups (Table 4). However, Hispanic students are somewhat more likely

to withdraw from college during their first two years than are non-Hispanic students.

Another study by the Higher Education Research Institute f ound that students of Mexican
origin were 1.2% of freshman enrollment, but 2.7% of .students who withdrew. Puerto

Rican students were 1.0% of entrants and 1.7% of withdrawers (Table 5),I

Further evidence .of higher Withdrawal rate is 'found in the Census studies of

school enrollment. In 190, 26.7% of Hispanic men and 26.9% of women age 18 and
19 were enrolled in college, compared with 36.7%. of whife non-Hispanic mo,and
of women in` those* age years. .However., in the 20 and 21 age group, the proportion of

the Hispanic Population enrolled in c011ege drops to 19.4% for men and 19.3% for
women, with the Mexican American group dropping from 25.1% of men and 22.2% of
women age 18"and 19 to 13.3% of men and 10.4% of women age '20 ando21. Among
non-Hispanic whites, 32.9% of men and 30.1% oT women are still enrolled at 20 and
21 (Table 6).
4
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Hispanic Stiklents made up 4.8% of total college enrollment in 1978:- The National
Center for Education Statiatics -reports that a smaller pr-Oportion of Hispanics (41%)
than. Of non-Hispanic 'whites graduate from high school, but ;that among high school

graduates, a ,higher proportion of pispanics (21.296) than non-Hiapanic whites (19.1196),,
enter college.
We have .no longitudinal data on enrollment of.HisPanic students hy field, although

some data were collected in- both 1976 and 1978;

While the 'data are not fully

comparable,: gome increase seema apparent over the -.tWo 'year peCiod. In Fall, 1978;
Hispanics, were 5.7% of full time 'undergraduate enrollments in the biological sciences,
Women eonatituted. '49.4% of '*the Hispanic
.and '1.3% of graduate enrollmentS".
undergraduat, and 38.6%-of Hispanic graduate students .in the bioseiences. .In the
physicalsaciences, Hispanic students were 2.5% .of undqrgradUate and .8% of graduate
enrollrnent, with wOrnen being 30.5% of Hispanic undergraduates : and 19.1% of the
, graduate students (Table 7).
:
Hispanics Constituted only 1.9% of full time gradUate,,enrollment,,in science and

engineerThg at doctorate granting institutions in the Fall of 197:0,..-with. the highest

'proportions in:psychology (2.8%) and social aciences (2.744
only .9% Of full time. graduate .enr011merit in engineering ,(Ta

ispanic students 'were

DegrPe*

Hiipanie graduates 'are.sornevillaimore likely thaii::rytate, non-Hispanic .graduates
-t6'major in the,sOcial:sciences (1096;,va, 12%) and in'. fisychology .,(.6% vs: 5%), alit
someykhat les-s like:14.to major join. physfeq..aciences (4% irs. 696) 'and mathematics .or
'computer science (4.5% vs..4%)-according'to 1977 -records of earnedtbaehlVort,s degrees.
'4977, the latest' year -of available data, tor Hispanic graauatea, Hispanics earned 2.1%
-of the science and .engineering bachelor's degrees and 1.9% of the master's degrees.
The highest coneenlration is in bayChology and the social sciences (Table 9).

.,,,

At the doctoral-level,.tmong 63,837 Ph.D.s awarded; in' science and engineering
to U.S. citizens and permanent visa 'aliens '6e.tween 1973 'and. 1976; Iliseanics earned
494 (r77.96). 'From 1977 fo.f979,. they earned 60 of the '61;700 awardecr(1.04%). Thus,
for the' combined Seven Srear::*period from 19t3 throngh 1979;-Hispanics earned .906 of
all science and engineering pt1.4.s..11twardod to ,U.A. citizen's and permanent visa .non-.
citizens'. Again, the higheat.cOncentrations are in psychology and'Ahe social sciences.
.

.

.Among the 494 doctorates earned:by . 'Hispanics in' the 4973-76 period,. 254% were
aWarded to US.. Puerto Rica,* arid,.74.?% to Mexican,Americans.. Data are-hot available
with which to determine .whether,thesesame.proportionsheld for the later three. years
(Table 10).

Science ana Engineering Labor Force

.

In March 1979; 272,0.00 Hispanica were emploSred in profeasional and technical
(61:2% of' men and 49.5% of' women)
occupations, but withid this groUp,.
'bollege.,(Table
11). .-The 'number of, scientists
had completed four* or more years at
-population-is
fiot
known.
arming the College graduates in this
,

Hispanrcs are 5 6%-of the.U.S.:7,poptilation; but .onty 1.5% of faculty in higher.
seience and:engineering faculties, is hot known, but
-education. Their proportion among
:
probably is still less.
.

.

In 1976, only 7.8% of Hispanic men and 5.2% of Hispanic women in the labor
force had coinpleted four or more years of college. This "included 5.5% and 3.0% of
Mexican American men and women; 3.6% and 4.1% of Puerto Rican men and women;
and 15.6%"And 9.8% of men and women' of other Spanish origin (Table 12).
..

Among all science and engineering Ph.b.s in the US. in, 1979, only .8% or

appMximateiy 2,600 are Hispanic) according to data obtained by the`National Research
Council in its biennial survey of the doctorate population (Table 13). We also have a
little more information on the doctorate population in earlier years.

In 1975, among 884 Hispanic PK.D.s employed in the U$., 15.5% were foreign
This pr9portión may or pay not hold rue' i o 1979; Arnong native.
born Hispanic Ph.D. scientists and engineers in 1975, 67.3% 'were employed principally .
in educational institutions and 13.8% in business And industry. We do not know whether
these proportions are .similar in later years. .
born (Table- 14).

Statistically, almost nothing .is known about Hispanic scientigts in the labor force

who have less than A Ph.D., since the biennial data ori U.S. scientists and engineers
reported by the National Science Foundation do not include a breakout for the Hispahic
population.
.

The Office of Personnel Manageinent provides information on federal employment

of Hispanic scientists and engineers r of November 1978. At that time, Hipanic
workers in the federal-government constituted 1.0% of professionals employed in- the

physical.sciences; 1.5% in engineering; 2.3% -in the health and medical ScienCes;
in the social and behavioral sCiences; 1.8% in matheinatics ..And statistips; .8% in the
--agricultural and biological. sciences; ,and 1.3% in compOter sciences (Table 15). We
have no comparable data for Hispanic.scientists in industry or in academic institutions.

,

Our statistical profile of U.S'. Hispanic scientists is far-from complete. We have
no data by which to determine how many Hispanic scientists are emplloyed, nor their
proportion among all scientists, except for the estimates within- the'ddctbrate population.
Our degree data on Hispanics by field is limited to 1977 degrees at.the bachelor's and
master's levels. Enrollment data indicate an increasing proportion of Hispanics enrolled
in coPege, but we lack the longitudinal data that, might indicate whether the number'
entering the sciences is 'increasing at the same rate as total,undergraduate. enrollment.
We do know ,that a significantly higher proportion of Hispanic college students than of
non-Hpanid whites enroll in two year institutions', which might indicate faster growth
.
in non-science than in s'cience areas.
.
,
_

We know almost nothing abouCthe makeup Df the various Hispanic grodps Within
the sciences, nor do the data generally proVide breakouts by; sex; ;and especially by sex
and field within the Hispanic population. While a higher proportion of Hispanics Of
Cuba' and South American-origin than of Mexican or Puerto Rican origin have comMeted

.-four or more years of college, we do not know whether similar ratios exist in the

Even where breakouts of the Hispanio populations are ,available,
we can rarely distinguish mainland-Puerto Ricans from t13ose living on the island of
Puerto Rico'. Thus, our statistical portrait, is blurred even in its Dutlines, and almost'
.,
void of detA' ed features.
a
t
science population-.

We can say with assurance that no segment of the' Histianic population, is
represented in science Or in the education pipeline' leading tO a science career in as
large a proportion as it represents in the US. population. With-somewhat less assurance,
we--'6an say that the situation seems to441e improving.
23
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,There are many reasons why .the data are deficient.

IndiVidtials answering

questionnaires do not alWays indicate their Hispanic heritage. Most surveys are carried

out ori a sample of the population, and in these segments where.the pragortion of a
group w,ith a particular characteristic are as little as two or three percent, tts.statistical °
yalidity of. each succeedingly-smaller data cell becomes less. Thus, we cannot get
even reli4le. estimates of a group such as Cuban origin biologists or female Mexican
chemists. Nonetheless, until sufficient data are collected and reported to provide a.
reasonably reliable Statistical reference base' for a given time period, 'we have little
with, which topeasure changes in participation or opportunify for Hispanics in science.
The Hispanic Population is said by some demographers to be the fastest growing-segment
of the U.S. population. If we are ever 'to achieve a clear, picture of their progress in
participation yir scienceq, we must have betten data than are mow available.

All of the tables utilized in this- paper are taken directly or derived, with
- A NI; ..wer

permission, from tables in PROFESSIONAL WOMEN AND MINORITIES

Data Resource Service by Betty M. Vetter and Eleanor L. Babco, copyright 1981 by
--

the Scientific' Manpower Commission.
1.
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Talwa
EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND MAJOi2 OCCUPATION GROUP OF THE TOTAL AND SPANISH-ORIGIN POPULATION
16 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY TYPEOF S
I
,

.

%
.

Spanish origin
,

Employment status and occupation

Total
population

.-

Not of
Spanish

.

-

Puerto
Rican

Mexican

Toital

Cuban

Other
Spanish1

1,449
936
6.9
871
100.04

origia2.

I_

Persons, 16 years old and
over
(thousands)..
In civilian labor force
(thousands)..
Percent unemployed
Employed
(thousands)..

,

161,580
101,579
6.1
95,387
100.0

Percent

Professional, technical, and
kindred workers
Managers and administrators,
except farm
Sales workers
Clerical and kindred workers
Craft and kindred workers
Operatives, including transport
Laborers, excluding farm

7,573
4,795
8.7
4,380
100.0

4,487
2,930
8.4
2,665
100.0

1,027
514
13.4
445
100.0

611
415
8.7
379
100.0

5.8

9.1

10.8

11.0

16.5

c.1
3.1
15.0
14.4
25.8
9.2
0.1
4.8
16.7

4.4
3.4

6.1
6.7
16.3

7.0
6.2
16.8
12.8
22.2
4.8
0.2
0.7
18.2

11.2
6.4
18.5
12.9
14.5
4.2

16.1
.

..

10.9
6.3
18.4
12.9
15.0
4.4
1.4

'Farmers and farm managers
Farm laborers and supervisors

5.

4.0
16.0
13.7
25.4,-

7.6
0.1
3.3
16.7

1.2

Service workers

13.5

.

.

154,007
96,784
6.0
91,006
190.0

20.3
9.7
26.3
6.5
-

2.2
18.2

,15.5

28.5

4.4
0.3

0.2
11.2

''

1.5
1.0

13.4

-

- Represents zero or rounds to. zero.

-

1Includea Central or South American origin and other Spanish origin.
2Includes persons who did not know or did not report on origin.

SOURCE:- Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States:
March 1979, Population
Characteristics, Series P-20, No. 354, 1.1.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census
TAR
pERCENT OF THE TOTAL AND SPANISH ORIGIN POPUN 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER'BY YEARS OF
5CHOOL COMPLETED, TYPE OF SPANISH ORIGIN, AND.AGE, FOR THE UNITED STATES:

MARCH 1179

SPANISH ORIGIN
YEARS & SCHOOL COMPLETED & AGE

Total
Population

Total

PERCENT QF pERSONS WHO COMPLETED
4 YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL OR MORE
Total

Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban

Not of
Other
Spanish
Spanish' Origin2

.

.

'67.7

42.0

34.9,,

38.6

50.4

60.8

68.9

25 to 29 Years

85.6

57.1

50.3

59.3

*

74.3

87.3

30 to 34 Years

83.8

51.0

42.8.

45.0

79.8

85.6

35 to 44 Year's

77.1

44.5

36.0

38.8

59.6

62.5

79.0

.45 to 64 Years

63.9

33.5

25.3-

26.3

44.5

54.6

65.0'

40.1

15.9

.7.1

*

26.9

27.3

40.7

16.4

6.7

3.9

4.1

12.0

13.8

16:9

25 Years and over

65 Years and over
PERCENT OP PERSONS WHO COMPLETED
4 YEARS OF COLLEGE OR MORE
Total

25 Years and over

'Includes Central or South American Origin and other Spanish orig'n
2Inc1udes persons who did not know or did not report on origin
* Base for the derived figure is less than 75;000

SOURCE:

Educational Attainment in the United States:
March 1979, Population
Characteristics, Series P-20, No. 356, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census
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TABLE'3.
-PERCENT OF POPULATION 25-29 YEARS OFTETTHAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST FOUR YEARS
OF COLLEGE, BY ETHNICITY AND S X -1960 1970 1976 and 1979.
.

111111111111.11r1960
1
American Indian/
Alaskan Native
Blacks
7Raican Americans
Puerto Ricans

6

8
6

5

4

8

11

11

4

2

5

3

11

5

1

4

3
31

6

53

4
35

Japanese.Amer-icans

60_

40_

34
34

51

4
' 35-

SOURCE:

.49

.

19

20

39
58
28
22

13
26
16
9

14

1979
Womeh

4

8

42
50

Men

Women

Men

Men

3

IChintse Americans
Filipino Americans
Mafirity

1976

70
Women

Women

Men

8.6.

'7.7

5.3

4.7

.

n.a:
n.a.
n.a.
17.1

22

n.a.
n.a:
n.e.
15.2

Socia3 Indicators of Eguillity_for_Eimnitiga_md_kgman, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, August 1978;. and Povulation Characteristics; Series P-20,
,No.,356, Bureau of-the Census.
TABLE.4
IGHFR FDIcAII.OLSELEG1FD YEARS. 1971-197

RACIAL-&AKGROUND0F FRESHMEN IN ALL INSTITUTIONS
19

RACIAL BACKGROUND,

White Caucasian
Negro Afroac
:

Men

omen

92-1

90.6

-

89.1
7.0

rican

:

American lriaiin

Oriental
erican/ h cano .
'exican
Puerto Rican-American
Other

_

SOURCE:

0.5

0.4

.

1.1

0.2

0.2

87.9

-TT

1.2
1.3
0.5

ren

omen

en

87.2

85.6

87.9

0.

0.4

omen

omen,

:

85.4

86.0

IIMIHRIONIII

9.

.

.

1.6
1.8
0.7

1.0
1:2

1W9

197

1975

1973
'en
4omen

,

1.3
1.6

1.2
1.4

0.6

0.9
.

1.0
1.4
1.0

1.6
1.1
1.1

1.2
1.2
1.0

.

National Norms for Eniering College FreshMen, Series 1966-1979, American
Council on Education and Higher Education Research Institute
TABLE 5._
.

STUDENT PERSISTENCE PATTERNS.TWO YEARS AFTER COLLEGE ENTRY
(in percerltages).
Full-time

Erratic'

Persisters

Persisters

Withdrawals

46.9

54.3
45.7

52.4
47.6

49.9

White

87.9

89.6

Black

8.1

American Indian
Asian
Mexican American

0.7

7.6
0.7

Characteristics

Sex
Men
Women

.

Total

53.1

-

50.1

/lace

Puerto Rican

.,
,,

SOURCE:

-

1.0

0.8

1.1
1.2
-1.0

1.1

1.6

0.7
0.8

1.3

1.0

2.7
1.7

58.3
56.5

58.5
56.4

52.6
48.8

62.9
.66.8

Financial Aid
Have Aid 1975-76
H3v5 Aid 1976-77

84.9
8.9

86.8
8.9
0.5
.

Unpublished.Study-by Helen S. Astin, Higher Education Research Institute
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COLLEGE ENROLLMENT AS A'PROPORTION OF TOTJL PO ULATrON BY AGE'GROUP AND RACE, 1970 AND 1974;
BY AGE GROUP RACE; SEX ANC, HISPANIC ORIGIN1.1976
,

,

1974. .1970
WHITE BLArriP11171KA5r--------1JHITE
Total Men Women

.
.

,-

.

I

16-17

3.5

2.1

3.8

18-19

39.3

21.8

34.4

'3.0.

23,2

21.3

3.1
37.1

31.5

BLAC
Total
Men

--"

Women

3.6

3.1

2_3

32.6

26:8

26.7

26.9

23.4

25.1

22:-.2

25.0

1q.3

19.4

19.3

11.8

13.3

10.4

28.6

24-:2

32.9, 30.1

24.9

24.3

'2,..6

36.7

37.5

.

3.8

1.3

3.8

4.2

',MEXICAN ORIGIN
SPANISH ORIGIN
Total Men Womer17 Total- Men Women
2.5

1.9

2.4

1976

20-21

31.9

19.9

22-24

15.1

7.0

14.9 ill.O.

13.6

15.5

17.7

13.9

14.2

17.3

12.1

8.6

6.4

10.2

9.7

12,7

6.8

9.3

11.0

7.9

7.1

10.4

4.2

5:0

7.9

2.0

4.6

7.4

8.8

6.3

1.8

5.6

2.4

3.5

5.4%

1.8

13.6

13.6

13.8

13.5

10.9

12.5

8.3

9.4

7.3

30.1

16.8 _20.2

25-29

7.2

3.8

9.4

8.3

30-34

3.8

2.6

5.3

6.3

5.4

6.3

.14.1

8.3

14.2

11.2

13.4

16.4

Total All
16-34 yrs.

.,

.

SOURCE:

9.6'

Fall Enrollment in Higher Education, 1978, National Center for
Education Statistics
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FULL-TIME'EMOLLMENT IN SELECTED.FIELDS BY SEX AND ETHNICrTY, FALL 1978

FULL-TIMFENROLLME-NT IN SELEGTED'FIELDS BY SEX AND ETHNICITY, FALL 1978
.,

Total Enrollment

Undergraduate

Women

'---.7Total

601,967
6,000
-.16,250
91,643
0089

.

ndian

Tis ante-,
on-'es.

rek

.

15-N-716

2.,350

367312

?,229

.

218,793

97;653

178,110

-76,914

472-

16,7
6,066

-168

935

'547

' i

4,5-5-8

31

usiness
Management
Women
Total
.

Sciences
Total
Women

34,147
31,976
669

114,459

105,712.14-2.75M----77-27337
.1,232
5-37736
599
18,791

.

:i, o ogica

Women

Total

.,730,8937-27274,352

STR-1(
Wi-ian
,

2,876,562-

5,906,852

-A11 Students
-151te -

gricu ure
-Nat. Resources

9,67
72-,-768

'29
6,148.
s1,677

Physical
Sciences

.
-,/

Total

W.cmen

-26,429
345,560
898,512
90,389- -22,049720;4-46---2-607573
49,71T--- 5%677
95,449
6547.
2,2.0
1-17245 -)---6,237-36-2-----1-011,832
-1,910
---2',-5-8T2-2-,-024
-47 ,367

'104,161

--my

18,097

3,T-7-7r5-

5,15.g.

.,

-

.

Graduate

.

--Wfilte

Black
Ailan

TIT633

--7--r71

'-3,572
678
4,549

227

9..838

TH-44hic
lien

I-JUT-

Total

100.0

Undergraduate
White

AWIE-Thdian

-

8E1-7

glack
Asian
Hispanic
'

Non-Res. ATien

11,069

U.387

7285
357

--,--34____
64

t

9,034
7,567,
'.

293.

44,420---T1,397.771879-617-- -7.01-.5-

.

21

334

337

-2,436

,

129
-7742

1.674 -----M1
---Y4'8-606

865:

27396
1,370

411

13T -46-7.-44

9

rlr 1
2,561

//
I

%

Women
48.7
4-8-1--7.

10.2
2.0
4.9

56.9
46.4

06

5178

2.2

51. 7,'
2779--

92.4-

.. 2.0-

0.5

\

,

23.1----

28.0

%
Women

%..of

100.0
7T.'S

40,1
42.

100.0

7.6
2.8

-57

0.4-

5.3

45.9
36.6

TA

4 .0.4

Asian-

2.2
2.3

38.5

'2.0

46.2

1.2

I

'

.12.o

-4-Co
20.8

.21.1

100.0

1.5

0 :3
22:7-

33.9

tiq..4-31.6

7E7 ----ET.7

5.5".T

SOURCE:

.

38.5
36.2
5271
41.3

10.6.
1.5---'

27.0-r-

..

,

467:3-

Total

100.0
77.9
4.2
2.4
.

--a9.
28.2
15.'

2_1

2.91

-2.57.611.2

fl

52.6
36.938.6
31.0

'

27375

0.5

2.4.4

--4-171-

.10.4
30.5

7975-

A

72-074-

i
24.9
25:7
36.1
30,1

100.0
76 7
1.5

16.2
15.9
_2,9.4--

_.------72-.5

25.2
10.7.--0.3
13.7------16.1)
1.6

25.4

100.0
86.8.
4.9
2.2
2.3

Z.I-

.4-6.9.

%
Women

',. % of

-%-

Women'

Total

100,0
80,2

-7.1

-173E----14.1

479

Non4Ei:-Allen

674-

77077----11-255-4---T;547

44.6
43.2
58.0
45.6-

100.0
81:4

29.8
30.2
28.6
38.3

100.0

'1.1
27I

% of
Total

%
Womee,

% of
Total

--1WkHispanic
AM. Indian

839

7-2164

2247

--8.0if

,

Graduate
White

4,004

24,721

14,200

57,048

--

% of

,

PERCENTS

119-,-4-7

9,279

,341

.W17-1-ridian

on-'es.

-

g0,98-9--

26,644

2,404
1,939

11;392

171,078

426,492
11,638

All Students.

0,8
0.2
18.4

19.1

ITT
is.r--

School Enr011ment, OCtober 1970, 1974 and 1976, Popul ati on Characteristics ,
19, Februar9 1978:Bureau of the Census
Series P-20 No.
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FULL-T1ME GRADUATE EgROLLMENT IN 1JOC1Ou. iNsIlTUTIONS BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 1979*
(Percent Distribution)
.

Black .

Total

---

.'
Am. Indian 'Asian/Pap. Hispanic
d
Alaskan .13 Islans
.

..

.

TOTAL', ALI FIELDS

.

ENGINEERING
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCES
LIFE SIIENCE5
AGRICULTURAL
BIOLOGICAL
,

1-i.ErtLTH

PSYCHOLOGY
SOCI-AE-C.IENCES

---4-0

:

White°

Foreign

.

166.0

_2.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100:0
100.0
100:0
100.0
100.0
100:0

I

1.1 ,

-1.3"

.1

1 .9

74.0

19:5: -.-

2.2
.2.0

.9

52.7
70.8
83.5
65.0

43.0

81.8

12.2

..1

.7

1.3!

.1

2.3

1.6
1.3
1.41.8
1.2
1.6'

3:9

.4

2.1

l':3

4.1
5.4

.2

1.6

.4

1.3.

2.8
2.7

1,1

..7

'.1

1.5

.1

!' .2.1

.2

,

.

1:8

:9

1.9
2.0

13.4,
30.2

\
\
.

75.4
83.3
82.6
88.2
73.3

21.6
11.4
8.7
3.0

\

-16.9

°Non-Hispanic

* In' 3;953.responding departmentS

National Science.Foundation,fUnpublished Data

SOURCE:

TABLE 9

HISPANICS EARNIWG.BACHELOR'S AND MASTER'S .DEGREES 14

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, 1976,21
F

.

I

,

E L D

TOTAL
AGRICULTURE/NAT: RES.
21,467
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
53,516
6,370
COMPUTER SCIENCES
ENtINEERING
48,548
MATHEMATICS/STATISTICS 14,086
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
22,187
PSYCHOLOGY.
47,269
SOCIAL SCIENCES
116,802
TOTAL

% HISPANIC TOTAL
.8
3,724
1.8
7,114
1.5
2,724
1,8
15,869
3,695
1.6

164,
981

93
887
.

330,245

Data 5ouree:

BACHELOR'S
HISPANIC

221

.

5,282_

MASTER'S
HISPANIC % HrSPANIC

,

56
74

1:5

46
245
42
55

1.7
1.5

332
1,201
3,026

1.5
2.5
2.6

15,458

309
340

6,905

2.1

62,167

1,167

8,301

1.0 '-

1.1

1.0
3.7
2.2
1.9..

National Center.for Educatioh Statistics
!16

,

-.TABLE10

ElmEm

PK.D.'s AWARDED TO HISPANICS WHO ARE CITIZENS OR HOLD PERMANENT VISAS, 1973-1979

FIEL B.

1973,1976
MEXICAN
NUMBER
:

PHYSICS/ASTRONOMY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS/STATISTICS
,
tNGINEERING
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MEDICAL'SCIENCES
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIAL SCIENCES

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

22

.6

35

.6

21

1977-1979
ALL HISPANIC

'PUERTO RICAN

NUMBER
r

Data Source:

PERCENT
OF TOTAL
1,31-3
1.2
1.6
1.0
1.3

,

.1.

3.5.-

6

.1

:6

6

".1

52
25

34

.4

.2

-78

84

-13

.8
.5

17
17
5

.2

87
25

9

.5

16

.9

1

.3

4

86
64

.7

21

.2

139

.7

29

A

165

1.4
1.7
1.9

,.6

125

.

645

'.1
1

1.0.

,

TOTAL

NUMBER

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

369.

National Academy of'Sciences

- 28

i

.

16
23

:

.9

.

IA:111.11

PERCENT OF PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND MANAGERIAL WORKERS WITH,COLLEGE
TRAINING. MARCH- 1979

WHITE,

(Numbers in
thousands)

.

Pprrpnt
No.

Total

octugeroN.Gapo

M

- 3 yrs.
M

F

.BLACK

F

4 or,more
yrs.

Total

cf

M

HISPANIC*

r- Pprrpnt with.Collne

wItil college
No.

- 3 yrS.

F.

11

m

Percent with College

4 or more
yrs
M

F

Total

J

'4 or, more

NO

M FMF
- 3 yrs.

F

M'''

yrs.

.

ALL. OCCUPATIONS

44ofeSsional/Tech
Manager/Admin.

SOURCE:

38,110

25,235

43.1

35.8

25.3

18.5

.3,429

3,300

25.3

29.0

11.1

12.1

1,963

1,187

21.3

20.6

9.3

7,001

4,830

87.5

82.7

.71.6

63.5

338

483

79.2

79.8

53.5

59.2

169

102

80:7

74.6

61.2

6,724

1,962

58.8

45.9

36.4

24.0

238

111

63.4

57.3

38.9

31.1

154

53

38.6

fducational Attainment in the United States:
Series-P-20, No. 356, Bureau of the Census

.

8.3.

49.5

19.(8..

March 1979, Population Characteristics,

.YEARS OF SCHOOL 00MPLETED BY LABOR,FORCE PARTICIPANTS, BY SEX, AND SPANISH 0RIGIN-AND RACE, MARCH 1976
Spanish origin
Mexican
Puerto
American
Rican

-

'

Sex and years of school

All
persons

Total

,

Both sr xes:

Labor force (percenb

.

8 years of elementary school or less
1 to 3 years of high school
4 years of hjgh school
1 to 3 years of college
4 years of college or more

..1077

31.5
19,7
30.9

.

2,393
100.0

473
100.0

1,070
100.0

.36.6

31.5
23.5.
33.4
7.8

20.0
15.0
36.3
15.6

1819

9A

24.3
36.8
12.0

13.1

8.1

16.4
4Q.3
16.4
17.2

4,702
100.0

49,651
100.0

15.3
15,6

23.3
24.7
34.0
11.3
6.7

11.2
16.4
36.8
16.5

_171

468

4,377

100.0

100.0

100.0

2,1.1

28.0
9.7.
.4.6

11.1

16,5

9.8

.

3.8.

82,450
100 0

9,079
100.0.

.

ci

.

8 yeers Of elementary sChool or less
1 to 3 years of high school'
4 years of high school

.

to 3 years of college

4 years of college or more

2,420

12.2

33.9
20.5

1004

17.1

18,2

Labor force (thousands)
Labor force (percent)

8 years-of elementary school or less
1 to 3 years of high school
4 years of high school
1 to 3 years of college
4 years of college orpore

55,246
100.0

36.5
16.0

Women:

32

3,936
100.0

39.8
16.0

Labor force (thousands)

1

.

93,063
100.0
17.1

Men:

tabor .fr e (percent)

.

.

,

White

i

.

Itot force (thousands)

Black

.

Other

.

SOURCE: 'Workers of'Spanish Origin:
Bulletin 1970, 1978.

27.1

10.7
7.8

.

37,81'7

1,516

100.0

100.0

8.4

27.6
18.6
37.0
11.6
5.2

17.1

44.B
15.9
14.0

A'Chartbobk,

.

.

.

1,517
100.0

301

601

100.0

19p.0

39.5
20.7
24.8
9.6
5.5

33.8
26.5
28.8
7.3'
3.6

20.0.

876'
100.0

31.5'
21;9
33.6
..9.9

3.0

17.0 '
32.1

27.5
18.1
42.1
8.2
4,1

.

', 19.0

4.

32,799
100.0

,

210.6.
1

14.1

7.6

41.5
16.0
9.8

23.8
39.8
12.6
9.7

16.3
,45.4
16.3
.. 14.3

.

S. Dept. of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistic's,

.
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TABLE 13

SEX AND

RAC'E

OF U.S. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING DOCTORAT.ES IN 1979, BY FIELD
Field,of DoMotale
111y0

All
Total Population (N1

Fields.

Math

Comp

Mum

Own

Eavir

Agric

Med

SU

PZych

SocSc

124,300

17.000

1.100

27.700

46,600

10,400, 41,600

14100

9,000

311A00

39,700

49.100

'LI

933

97.1

93,3

115.4

991

971

12.3

..'.6.7

2A

4.6

0.1

21

11,7

74.3
23.7

14.4

7.9

119.3

91.1

113

7,9

4.0

7.3

1.0

MS
10

Env

Sm

WM
.

SCS
.111'

fiunilli

klial/FM*Gmmp,

.,

white/Cmcasma

.61Morilythoop
Himmik
,,'

Mick,
AJi111

'

171

,-

16.7'

11

,

0.1
6.6
0.3

..

No kepon

1.1

40
';'-'.'134-

3.4

9.3

,,,

0,9

.1.0

3.1

,

Ke

,..11.1

111

103

'1.1

4.3

16.3

NI

11.7

0.7

0.5

03

. 10

1.4

0.7

01
/.0.

0.2
36
0.2

0.3

0.9

0.3

15.3
0.1

6.3
0.4

2.3

23

t4

,

1.0

1.1

t

'

Arta. Indus

10

49.2.
11.1

MS

017,7

113.7..

1.2

0.1

11 .7

3.1
0.3
4.9

,

$7.9

1.11

7.9

1.5

$.1
0,2

0.1
3.3

I3

3.0

4
0

116

40
0.3

1.1

0.4
4.2

IS

IA

Science, Engineering-and Humanities Doctorates in the Unitep States; 1979,
.National Research Council, 1980

'. SOURCE:

0

gall:

.

.

.

NUMB61 AND. PERCENT OF NATIVE BORN(N-B) AND FOREIGN BORN (F-B) U.S. DOCTORAL
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY EMPLOYM6T SECTOR AND RACIAL/ETHNIC GeOP,1975

\---,-.

EMPLOYMENT SECTOR
-RACIAL/ETHNIC
GROUP

Institutions
F-B
N-B

:

Government
N-B

9,438
51.7

F-B

No.

121,278
55.2

Blaek

No.

%

1,448
62.5

89.2

American
Indian

No.
%

263
59.8

100.0

H)spanic

No.
%

67.3

74
54.0

47

776
54.0

2,1)55
50.CS

7.5-

'

Asian

No.

%

503

No.
%

124,268
'55.3

12550

Other &
Unknown

No.
%

5,180

675
54.3

SOURCE:

51.5

56.1

-

79
18.0

-

5.5

-

35

.

26.9

59

286
1,696
18.4 23:0

Ph.D.11;

5.2
15

-

23

.146

%3.1

390\

820
8.9

,

440
100..1

9

137
747
100.0
100.0

-

'12,188 1,535
6.3
5.4

224,587 2,4,385
99.9 100.0

96
7.7

9,230 1,244
100.0 100.0

932
10.1

:

100.0

1,436 5,907
99.9 100.0

91

7.3

83
2,315
100.0
100.0

'169
2.9

19
1.3

6.6

19,629 1,850
7.6
8.7

.

=

3.4

-

,10.2

2

-2.4

Total
F41

219,648 18,249
100:0
100.0

1,364
7.5

121

-

83
19
13.9
14.1

33.3

96

'

.-7.7

\t2,010
5.5

-

13.4

7

51,984 6,664
27.3
23.1

602

8.4

.:

16,518 1,786
7.4
73,

6.5

195

7

8.4

N-B

F-B

\'. N-B

19,146 1,441
8.7
7.9

387 1,966

427
. 7:2

f-B

N-B..

,

21
103
13.8 15.3

23
16.8

108

Women and Minority
Council

340
14.7

-

24.

.9

Reported

Total '

212
9.2

Employment
Not Reported

A 1

Other

51,075 4,670
23.3 25.6

16,139 1,336
7.3
7.3

White

74

'BuSiness &
Induitry
of-B
N-B

Federal.

Educational _.-

.

-

the 1970'

:

A Data Book, National Research

1977'

.TABLE 15

HISPANICS AMOG FEDERAL PROFESSIONALS, NOVEMBER 30, 1978
OCCUPATIONAL FIELD

TGTAL NUMBER
.

,-30,602
89,045
BIOLOGICAL& AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES ,,,,, 24,852
MATHEMATICS AND SJATISTICS
7,777
235
COMPUTER SCIENCES
58,610
HEALTH APD MEDICAL SCIENCES
18,389
SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
ENGINEERING

.

,

TOTAL
OURCE:

t HISPANIC

HISPANIC'
..

,

229 510

-

322

1.0

1,371
202
140

1.5
.8
,

-

1.8

1,323
258

1.3
2.3'
1,4

3,619

1.6

'3

Equal Employment Opportunity Stattstics, Offite -of Personnel Management,.
1980
.
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v.

THE EDUCATION OF 'FUERTO RICANS IN THE UNITED STATES
Shirley Mahaley Malcom

Program Head, Offict of Opportunities in Science
American Association fpr the Advancement of Science

Este ponencia muestra. y analiza la tasa de deserci6n en todos
los niveles educacionales ,para los estudiantes portorriqueilos en los
Estados Unidos y su efecto en el ingrwo de los mismos a las carreras.
cientffices. Se presentan las posibles rezones pare la alti tasa de
desereiones de estudiantes portorriquefios en términos 'de las barreras
espeeiales que deben epicenter I nivel pre-universitario, universitario,

estudios de post-grado y profpsional.

Por rutimo, se describe

brevtmente la neeesidad de la programaci6n y aetividades auspiciadas
por, NIH utilizando dramatizaci6n de modelos junto con asistencia
financiera.

In a 1976 evaluation report to the National Science Foundation, Joel Aronson
made the following obServations about the education of minority students:
o

The reasons for the attrition of Black students from the education41 pipeline,
are not clearcut since Blacks show enrollment and retentiOn patteins which,
, though lower, are similar to those for white Students.

-o

The .educatiOr3, flow pattern'for Mexican American students indicates a lower

high school completion rath than for white-,'students and- a lower rate of
entrance inp higher, education with a disproportionate percentage of Mexican
American st dents entering two-year institutions.
6

o

Many Native American students drop mit of the educational pipeline in
elementary school.

.
SOME MILESTONES IN EDUCATION FLOW*

Ethnic

Enroll Firit

Complete Grade

Grade

Complete High

Enter Higher

Ten

School

Learning

PERCENT OF OftlIdIN.Al, ENTRANTS.-

Group
Anglo

100%

American
Inaian
Black

98%

85%

42%

100%

85%

60%

25%.

100%

97%

75%

36%

100%

91%

'-60%

23%

42%

16%

A

Mexican

American

AV

Puerto
Rican

100%

93%
-

9 One hundred Anglo-students and one hundred Puerto-Rican students who enter

the first grade show .completely different patterns of participation as they
approach certain milestones within the educatonal process; ninety-three of
the Puerto Rican students and ninety-eight of the Aneo sthdents remain in
school at:the completion of the tenth grade but by high school graduation,
eighty-five of 'the Anglo students arid only forty-two of the Pperto Rican
students remain. Forty-two of the original 100 Anglo students enter riigheN
education but of the Puerto Rican students there are only sixteen. (Aronson
draws heavily on the work of Valdivieso in constructinethe educational picture

for Puerto Ricans.) The little information that is available to us as to the

fate of this 16% beyond their entrance into higher education is sketchy. We,'
do know that their entrance into two-year and four-year institutions "is at
rates that arLay.oportionately similar to those of Anglo studentS. Beyond

that we have litt e ides as to what happens to the Puerto Rican ,students.
We surmise . that few enter science, since degree data show tremendous
underrepresentation in such careers.

A primary element of our puzzlement over the fate of these students is a ilick
of data'. Aronson notes the difficulty in assessing the nature of the educational problem

in the absence of statistical stuilies where Puerto Ricans, as- a separate group, are
identified, tracked and their educatonal' barriers and needs determined. Using the
.)!

*Derived from* Joel B. Aronson.

An Analysis of Supported Projects' to ,Test Methods

for Increasing the Access. of Ethnic Minority Students to Careers in Science And

Technology, Volume II, Technical Report. Washington, D.C.: American Institutes for
Research, November 1976.
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available information on Puerto Rican students, one can easily conclude that these
students cannot be directed into science if 'they are not in school. It is also siMpliitic
to note that nothink that we know about the way these students are trained is supportive
otrIhe entrance of Puerto Rican students in large-numbers into quantitatively-based
careers. One very important factor is that relatively large numbers of Puerto Rican
students who are in school are behind age-grade. Another interesting point is the
,

appearance of stop-out, that is, the large number of students who-are out of high
school for a year or more before enrolling in a school of higher education and the
number 'of students who attend some college, drop out or stop out and then eventually
return to finish their baccalaureate degrees. In order to assess'the potential witpin a
Puerto Rican student population for careers, in science and biomedicine, it is necessary
to look at the barriers which face these students throughout their educational 'eXperience.
W.hy do so many Puerto Rican students disappear from the school population prior to
high school graduation? What events earlier in the educational -experience of these
students lead them to drop out? In the discussion of special barriers which follows,

it should be noted that many of ,these apply generally to all Hispanics and others

generally to all minorities.
Pre-Cbllege

As indicated previously, the Puerto Rican student who enters the first grade has
less than a fifty-fifty, chance of completing high school.. With such4bdds, one must

look .riticaI1ãt the educational ,system that would foster such low chances for

completing a high school education. When looking at the specific barriers to Puerto
Rican particiFetio in scienCe, researchers indicate a number of factors including, the
lack of skill in English that would allow a studerct to successfully compete in a classroorn.
setting in which English:Speaking/reading/writing is required. The movement of Puerto
,Rican populations back and forth between the Island. and the mainitind, i.e., between a
predomlinaNt S-panish and a predominant English speaking cultural -setting, makes it
difficult tot' those without strong bilingual English-Spanish preparation to coMpete* in
school settings whieh demand that he or she be alternatively proficient in both languages.
Other problems which have been noted at the pre-college level include (1) student '
tracking in non-academiCally based ,general, vocatibnal or even special education
, programs; (2) teacher expectations which do not include the possibiliiy of strong academic
career choices fOrPuerto, Rican students;. (3) laek of Continuity in the Classroom setting

due to in and out, back and forth migration for a number of Puerto Rican students;
(4) cultural values or traditions Which do not support the choice of a sCience-priented
or quantitatively-based field; (5) peer pressure not to study; (6) inappropriate uv of
tgos that result in labelling of non-English proficient students as mentally retarded;
(7) inadequate academic' preparation in mathematics and science; and (8) lack of role
models of Puerto Rican professionals. An ,entire educational and social setting tells
these students that science Nand biomedical careers are not attainable for them, with
this message being carried by the ,media; by the schools, and by significant others in
the students' lives. Such expectations are self-fulfilling in.that pre-college educational
preparation necessary to achieve science or biomedical career goals is not even offered
to the students. Financial hardships may then force all but the most resolute into a
labor market for which they have little or no training and which already boasts a sky
-high rate of minority teenage unemployment.
,

With the regular school program dealing from a stacked deck for moSt Of these

students, one might think that out-of-school activities hold the key to increased
participation or might at least be a possible mechanism for lessening the damage which
seems to be done in the regular educational pipeline. Few science or biomedical

6

enrichment programs have been identified which are aimed at the probleins faced by :Puerto Rican students. In a 1976 publication, An Inventory of Programs in Science for
Minority Students, Malcom, Cownie and Brown identified only one program in more
than three hundred fifty listed that Specifically sc,...ght to deal with barrier§ pi...Puerto
Rican students 'to careers in medical fields; this was a\project sponsored -by ASPIRA.
While programs for Puerto Rican students, in conjunction with other minority student
populations (mostly Black) did exist, these were few in number, and most did not or
could not address the particular language and cultural barriers faced by Puerto Rican
students. The National Science Foundation-funded Resource Centers for Science and
Engineering, progiams hold some potential for being able to address the pre-college,
educational. programs in Atlanta, in *the Southw,st, and'on the Island of Puerto Rico.
Shouldisuch a Center as is described in the previous paper by Gomez be established in
the Northeast to deal with mainland Puerto Rican populations,. perhaps some model and
demonitration projects speCifically aimed at PuertoRican students might beimplemented
there as well. Clearly, the need to work with loCal sOool systems in developing
programs for Puertb:Rican students most be addressed:
College Level

Evidence indicates that Puerto/Rican students who get through high school enter

college in patterns that are similar to the Anglo students. Data suggest the Puerto
Rican students are typically older, more likely engaged in Part-time or fulHicie studyt
that includes employment, more likely returning to school-after acquiring the obligations

of a family or other responsibilities and More likely equipped with an inadequate
educational background. With the need for remediation adding more time to the stay
in college, financial burdens are 4:ore stiongly felt. The promise that prOgrams such

as MBS and MARC.hold for the talented, disadvantaged Puerto Rican student is evidenced

by the examples tf such students who have gone on to _graduate careeis. tith the
decrease in real support for these programs, one can only guess, at the number of_
students whot though academically capable and deserving of support, will be denied the .
opportunity for assistance through these excellent programs.
The predominakly majority institutfons at the large urban centers in liew York
and New Jersey are being called upon increasingly to provide innovative programming
to assist Puerto Jtican students in college to rethain in college and to ysist those with
the potential to pursue a career in science to achieve that potential.', The "disadvantages
faced by Puerto Rican students at the college level include: lack of role models .among

faculty at the institutions which these students attend, lack

peer support due to

small numbers, Of Puerto Rican students in science curricula, lack of adequate financial
assistance for these students, lack of opportunity for part-ti'me study in science programs

or study at hours which will allow simultaneous employment, and lack of part-time
employment opportunities which are field related for students who are in science and

biomedical career programs.

Graduate and Professional Level
.

Many of the barriers outlined for ',,the college level continue through to the
graduate and professional level. 'Few Puerto Rican students are 'aware of scienCe and

medical professionals who .are, themselves Puerto Rican, who can serve a§ rnodels of
what might be possible for them to attain. Few of these Puerto Rican students 'have
access to systems of mentoring and,counseling that will advise theM on their progression
through the career. Financial aid or tlie lack of financial aid continues to be a problem

r.

.

but may be More so in the- coming years with the eliminatiOn or the cutback of funds
which have served as sources of support for thbse who would choose to go on in careett
in.science and biomedicine. Attitudes .continue 'to be important barriers on both sides:
the stereotype of the scientist usually Aoes'not, include a Spanish accent; the stereotype
of "the'Puerto Riean ,does nof include ,a lab coat. Perhaps these stereotypes, these
attitudes are Atte greatest barriers which.must be Overborne.
I

ImpliCations. for Progiramming and Activities by .14111
Role MOdels

Support production of (or produce) audio-visual presentations, brochures,
etc. that show Puerto Ricah biOmedical professionals at work and Puerto
Rican biorhedical sttidents. This could be done for "Hispanics" with

prominent inelusion of Puerto Rican profesgionals and students.
such program shbuld be aliailable sin Spanish and English.

.

Any

Support programs thatcbring Puerto. Rican faculty into contact twith
Puerto Rican -students.. This may be done through programs that put
Puerto t4can researchers into urban, Predominantly majority institutions
that train signifieant-ntimtiers of Puerto:Rican students. This may also
be achieved by programs.that alldwoPtierto.lican students to study or
work for short period (*ch as sumMer pro#r,ams) with Puerto Rican
.researchers4eithe on'yet mainland or the Island.

Financial Assigtance

Advertise the availability oflexisting resources for financial support Of*
Puerto Rican. students.
.

.

Support programs that provide opportunities for Puerto Rican students
to be employed in biomedical research projects so that employment
and studies are mutually supportive.
,

-Several of the program elements suggested Above are already p'arf of
existing NIH effOrts. In this case, the emphasis should be placed on

betfer publicity for these programs among F uerto Rican students.
Consideation should also be given to wayF of supporting specific,

program elements independent of comPrehensive grants. This strategy
7,would permit support for Minority ,F......;dents ,who ,are matriculating in
insptutions which are ineligible for existing targeted ProgrE'rns. Support
for independent prograrn elements must not, howeyer, be a respohsibility

added to ekisting program goals unlesg funds are increased.
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STATUS "OF PUERTO RICANS IN SCIENCE - THE ISLAND
Manuel Gomez Rodriguez

University of Puerto Rico,*Rio Piedras

.

Esta ponencia%examina el estado, de, la educaci6n cientffica y
'de.la investigacitin en Puertollice. Se hace Una comparaci6n entre
Puerto,Rico y la parte continental, incluyendo -faetores demogricfieos
y economicos por medio de Ulf cuadro que describz el porcentaje de
tftulos de maestrfa otorgados en ciencia a las mujeres, Otros edadrds
y grftficos docUmentan la necesidad'de que, haya mfis profesores,tue
tengan doctorados en materias,,cientfficas en todas las instituciones y
el crecimiento de la actividad crenttfica y el 'financiamiento externo.
Se describen problemas funilaintentales en la, prepakabi6i1 y capacitaa6n
en las materias eieneficas a nivel de escuela secundariO y universitario,

incluyendo un anfilisis de pregramas y actividades que ahora existen
para preparar a los estudiantes en lascalreras cientificas, matemfiticas
y' de ingenieria. Por iiitimo, se analiza la necesiclad continua -de
financlamiento federal.
*.

Most of the participants attending this first conference of Puerto Rican scientists
have always resided or are presently residing on the mainland. Although a substantial
number of them 'received part of their formal education at one of the institutions of

higher learning in Puerto Rico, most are out of contact with the current state of

'scientific research and eduCation on the island. It seems_appropriate, therefore, to
begin this report with a panoramic overview of similarities and differences between
Puerto Rico and the.rnainland.
.

The contrast between the state of science in Puerto Rico and the mainland can
best 6e dramatized by an anecdote.' Two years ago, Dr. George Pimentel, then at the
National Science Foundation, gave a' talk in Puerto Rico that started with a review on
'the status of American_ science. 'Going on the assumption that within r,elatively sinall
variations, the general trend would be the same in Puerto Rico, he proceeded to* point
out and expound on the main prOblems affecting, science education and research,
particularly with regard to its academic component. Well known problems were analyzed,

such as: .(i)* decreasing funds for research; (ii) stagnant faculties; (iii) decreasing
enrollment in the sciences at the undergraduate and graduate levels; and (iv) surplus
of Ph.D.s in the academic< market. We' SurpriSed him by quoting from the recently
completed study on Puerto Rican .science that served as the basis for the successful
proposal that obtained for Puerta-Rico lhe third national Resource Center for Science
and Engineering. The statistics and aii(alyais of the study clearly showed that the trend
in Puerto Rico of the' four factors just mentioned was contrary to that of the mainland.
La me share with you some of the statistical results that exemplify these differences.
The most outstanding evidence of the phenomenal expansion of higher education

on the Island is the doubling in enrollment at accredited institutions during the last
decade, going from 60,000 students in 1968 to 119,000 in 1979. About 18% of the
student body is studying towards a bachelor in science or a science-related'degree. A
similar situation is found for the enrollment at the graduate level. For example, the

College of Natural Sciences, which has more than half of- the science graduate students
on the Island, has doubled its graduate enrollment in the last six years, going from 90
graduate, students in 1974 to more than 200 for this academic year. The increase in.
enrollment 'has stimulated the creation of new curricular options in 'the sciences, t Dth
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at the, undergraduate and graduate levels, with private institutions concentrating on
inereasing their undergraduate facilities while the 'state-run University of Puerto Ricohas opted to strengthen and diversify its graduate offering. As a result of this growth,
the. faculty in the majority of the academic institutions is young and dynamic. Faculty'
age medians in the early and mid-thirties are not uncommon. The shortage of well-

trained Ph.D. Spanish-speaking or bilingual scientists interested in academic employment,'
coupled with the phenomenal expansion of higher learning in Puerto, Rico, has forced,
.particularly in' the private sector, the hiring of faculfy that does not have the terminal
degree. The following table illustrates thiS problem.

Table 1

Distribution of Degrees Held by' Professors of Science and
Engineering at Institutions Participating in the Center

.

Total No. of

Imtitutions

Professors

% Ph.D.

% M.A./MS.

118
247
42
55

so

37.

46
30
12

120
129
65

5

46
54
85
74
72
61

Rio Piedras
M ayaduez

Cayey
Humacao
U.P.R. Regional Colleges
.

Inter American
Catholic
J,unior College
Sacred Heart

,,

.

50
39

4

22
12
4

'94

7

87

% Bach.
,

2

6

11
1

18
4

24
-

2
2

Cognizant Ofthe problem faced by their ipstitutions, the academic administrators
have developed an extensive fellowship and training 'program designed to increase the
number orPh.D.s on their facvlty, particularly in the sciences. Projections made by
the administrators pf the two-year and four-year colleges participating in the Resource

Center indicate that these institutions will need to train or hire 163 Ph.D.s in the
baste s6iences during the 1980-85 five year period.
.

Table II - Resource Center Associated Universities Need for Ph.D.s
by Field for the Pewioci 80-85 (as Stated by Associated
University Administrators)
2-Year
Institutions

,Physics
Biology 5
ChemistrY
Mathematics

-

4-Year
Institutions
18
39
27
36

7 ,

14
8

i

14

Total
25

. 53
35
50

Academic research on the Island starting from a narrow base in the early seventies

experienced a rapidrate of growth in the later 'part of the decade. This growth has
been due in good measire to the increased availability of research funds for minority
38

institutions and the larger pool of qualified graduate students available to co-participate
in the research activity. Particularly worthy of notice as main contributors of funds
and stimulus to the academic research programs in Puerto Rico are the MBS program,
of NIH, the Research Improvements in Minority Institutions (RIMI) progcam of NSF,
the special Center for Energy and Environmental Research sponsored by the Department
of Energy (DOE), and more recently, the NIH-MARC program, and the NSF-Resource
-Center project. The number of research papers published in refereed scientific journals

by the faculty of science departments and rgerirch institutes' pn the Island surptOed
the 200 marke in the 1979-80 academic year. The vitality of the research activity can
be further ascertained by the response to the Resource Center sponsored Junior Technical

Meeting that will bring together the, scientific research community of the Island and
will provide a forum before which the undergraduate and graduate students will present
the results Of their research work. For this year, 120 papers' in the different, fields
of science have been accepted for presentation. The following graph illustrates the
growth of scientific activity as measured by papers published bY the College, of Natural
Sciences at UPR-Rio Piedras and the Marine Sciences department at UPR-Mayaguez,
two of the most active research units on the Island.
_
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This research activity correlates well with the increase in external funds, mostly from
federal sources, for these two units, as illustrated by the following graphs.
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The differences between the state of science in Puerto Rico and the mainland
are due to two fundamental factors, one demographic and the other economic. While
the end of the impact of the tost-war baby-both in therUnited States has dried up
thg source of. potential 'college students, forcing colleges and universities to retrench
and look for 'new sources ,of students, Puerto Rico's increasing population provides a
steady pool of .potential "students that keeps up "an unrelenting demand for higher
education -optiortunities. This pressure ig .augmented by the prevailing conviction of
the typical Puerto Rican father that.a university degree is the key to the economic
upward mobility of his offspring, even in the face of mounting evidence that technical
skills obtained in two-ye,ar- programs-are in many instances better paid by the local
labor niarket than those requiring a college degree.' The change of Puerto Rico from
a mainly agrarian society to.a rapidly growing industrial center during the past twenty
years. hag provided a -steadily increasing .demand for. highly trained engineers and
scientistg, this being particularly so in the case 'of chemistry and computer related
disciplines. In recent years, moreover, the dominant. labor intensive manufacturipg
sectors have been. givihg way to highly technical capital Intensive industry, mainly
pharmaceuticals, petrochemicals and electronics, that require large numbers of highly
skilled technical personnel. These demands by industry, together with the faculty needs.
of the expanding higher education system, have sustained a favorable market for students
trained in science and engineering at the bachelor and master levels and, more recently,
ag the industrialand educational sectors have increased'in complexity and sophistication,
at the Ph.D. level.

I would not like to pass on to other congiderations 'without first pointing out
another area of considerable contrast between science in Puerto Rico and the mainland
that exists in relation to the issue of underrepresentation of women in science.- With
the _exception of physics, the presence of Puerto Rican women ih the -basic sciences is
fast approaching parity with men and, gin the case of mathematics, it has reached
overrepresentation levels, as measured by the number of master clegrees granted by
the University of Puerto Rios:, in this field. The following table illustrates the marked
differences that exist between the continental United States and Puerto Rico.
I

Table III

Percentage of Master Degrees -Awarded to Women in Science

Physics

Mathematics

Chemistry

Biological
Science

Continental
United States

9%

14.5%

23.9%

31.7%

Puerto Rico

19%

68%

40%

4996'

So far we have described what seems to be "a' very positive picture of what is
going on ir Puerto Rico, particularly at the college and university levels. Let us now

look at some of the more fundamental_ problems that are 'hindering the further
development Of science on the Island. The weakest link in the educational chain in
Puerto Rico .is at the pre-college level, ,a problem which we share with the Puerto
Rican community that resides in the .continental United States. The ,problem is
particulanyoeute in the disciplines of science and mathematics, where colleges anduniversitioVhave failed to train science and mathematics teachers in sufficient numbers,
and of the quality needed by our, public and private educational systems. It is the
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norm rather than the exception to f ind a teacher with training in biology teaching high
school physics, or one with,a background in home economics teaching chemistry. Those
few teachers who are properly trained in .the sciences tend' to get discouraged by low
salaries and very, difficult working conditions and eventually leave their teaching for
better paying jobs. As a result of the poor,background in science and mathematics
that the majdrity of 'high school graduateA bring with them when they enter college,
it becomes-necessary for these colleges to create large number of remedial courses,
at considerable expense of money and facultytime, to correet their deficiencies.

In an effort to lower costs and at the same time increase,the efficiency of the
remedial courses and other basic skills development activities, several Island colleges
and universities have implemented State-of-the-art educational technology. This is
-particularly .true of the College of Sciences at UPR-Rio Piedras where a group of
highly motivated faculty have pioneered in the use of TV and computers as educational
resources in -Puerto Rico. Its introductory pre-college mathematics TV course, the
Computer Assisted Instructibn (CAI) *modules developed for, introductory physics;

chemistry and biology, the well structured basic programming course, and its Personalized '
System of Instruction (PSI) for introductory chemistry, have all been highly successful

and have played a, major rile in helping freshmen and sophomores develop basic
Mathematical and scientific skills. The developmental funcis that made possible the
introduction of this modern educational technology were provided by NSF through its

Minority Institutions Science .Improvement Program (MISIP) and Comprehensive
Assistance to Undergraduate Science Education (CAUSE) programs, and the Department

of Education Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE) program.
,

On the undergraduate level, at both the Rio Piedras and Mayaguez Campuses,
where the four Ph.D.'programs in' the sciences reside, the faculty is adequately staffed
and properly 'trained. In the sciences, both institutions receive the most qualified high
school graduates available on the Island and provide them with excellent dpportunities
to develop their potential as scientists through special activities such as undergraduate
research projects. The College of Natural Sciences at Rio Piedras has the largest
undergraduate research program on the Island, with over 180 students participating per
semester. This undergraduate research is partially financed by NIFI's MBS and MARC
programs. The- same cannot be said about the remaining, undergraduate science and

_mathematics programs on the Island, where over 75% of the college level science
students are .enrolled. Although there is a marked variation in the level of development
of these institutions, and several have excellent science programs, they all have three
basic problems in common: ,(i) inadequately trained staff; (ii) overworked faculties; and
(iii) student bodies with' deficient science and mathematics background.
\

An'in-depth study of science education and research in Puerto Ricd, sponsored
by the NSF through its Graduate Centers Planning Grant progrorn, contains a more
detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of science iiO3lierto Rico that we
have highlighted here. This study, was the base upon which the Resource Center for
Science and Engineering of Puerto Rico was conceived and structured.
The Resource Center's, overriding. goal is to increase the number and quality of
talented Puerto Rican students who initiate and successfully complete a higher degree
in science; matheinatics or engineering and then, hopefully, go on to productive careers
in one of the sciences or in engineering. As its central strategy, the Resource Center
was conceived as a consortium of the major institutions of higher educaton with active
'science and engineering programs on the Island, that would: *(i) consolidate and integrate
'human and physical resources at the graduate and research levels; (ii) utilize low-cost
high-yield activities to optimize existing strong academic.infrastructures in the, main
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carripines that will serve as a resource for the devel.

on ;..__and_(iii) ideatif_y_talented

students at the intermediate and high school levels arid provide them with a variety
of activities that will develop their scientific and mathematical skills.

Since the Center, as structured,is expected to cover all levels of scientific

adtivity and promote concerted efforts to remedy some of the main problems affecting
scientific development in Puerto Rico, we would like to end this report on science in
Puerto Rico by briefly outlining some of ita main projects. At the graduate level, the
Center has established two new Ph.D. programs: an interdisciplinary Ph.D. in ChemiCal
Physics that will help to Optimize Vie resources of the physics-and chemistry departments
at the Rio Piedras campua and promote joint research projects, and an intercampus

Ph.p. program in Biology that will foster joint activity betweerithe faculty of the

BiolOgy Department at the Rio Piedras campus and the Basic Sciences Departments of
the Medical Sciences campus: The Marine 'Sciences Ph.D. program at Mayaguez and

the decade-old Ph.D. program in 'chemistry at the Rio Piedras campus will be
strengthened: The recently initiated applied mathematics option of the master's degree
of the Department. of Mathema,tics in Rio Piedras will be developed through a

"Mathematics Clinic': that will permit its.graduate students to obtain practical experience
with Treal world" mathematics problems provided by industry and government. Resource
Center funds for basic research equipment will be -supplemented with ,competitive

research grants to promote research activity of the Center's staff.

At the undergraduate level, the graduate programs staff arid faéilities will serve
as a resource for those ,rnembers'of.the consortium, knoWn collectively as the Associated'

Universities, that lack graduate programs end extensive research facilities. Through
its Ph.D. programs and other actiyities, the Center will provide special opportunities
-for the professional development ,of the_ staff of the Associated Universities, including
the opportunity to obtain the terminal degree in one of the sciences. For those faculty
members who already have a Ph.D., a special prograrrC of collaborative research with
a member of one of the graduate programs has been implemented. For the most
talented of the .75% of the undergraduate soience students who are in one of the
Associated Universities, several programns have been designed to enhance their
opportunifirToradmission-th- a graduate program. These 'are: (i) opportunities for
undergraduate research in one' of the research facilities of the Center; (ii) advanced
undergraduate courses during the summer; and (iii) a traveling lecture program that
will take local recearchers to' the Associated Universities campuses. Since the, main
limiting factor -in the development of our best scientific talent is at the pre-college
level,ithe Center is devoting one third of its efforth and funds to students at this level.
14:
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of adequate career guidanCe in our high schools, and a resulting poor vocational definition
of our. students. To correct this deficiency, a multimedia career orientation program

is being implemented utilizing radio, TV and a newsletter that is distributed in our
secondary schoola. A- search is underway to identify a:group of talented seventh and
tenth graders who will be invited th attend a summer camp where they will perform a
set of tasks and participate in act,vities .esPecially designed to develop their scientific,

mathematical and communications skills. Finally, a college head-start program will be %

implemented to brin4 talented high school graduates in the summer, prior to their

admission to college, to provide them with advanced high school courses in mathematics'

and sciences that are presently taught only in our best high schools.
The growth and progress achievechin science education mid research in Puerto
Rico during the past six to eight years, -as we have presented _it here, would never
have been possible without the ,developmental funds provided by the National Science
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health and other federal agencies. Funds,
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earmarked for minority institutions have been especially helpful in establishing the
necessary infrastructure. that Puerto Rico needed to compete for mdinstream grant
funds. An' abrupt termination of funding :would certairily create havoc in science
education and research in Puerto Rico and would probably mean that the progress
already achieved would be undone. It is for these reasons that the academic community
is apprehensive about the federal funding cuts being discussed in Washington and in
particular about those that will affect science education.
4.

Li
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PUERTO RICANS AND SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZING

Michele L. Aldrich
Director, Project on Women in Science, Office of Opportunities, in Science
American Association for the Advancement of Science

La presente "ponencia consiste de dos secciones. La primera
examine los mgtodos por medio de los cuales los cientificos
(especialmente muje5es y minorres) se han organized°
camarillas,

comisiones, asodacion individual, sistema de contactos, y las oficinas
y proyectos dentro do 'las organizaciones cientificas. La segunda
secci6n_resume el sistema de contactos establecido dUrante la reunion
de cientificos portorriquelios en abril de 1981, como un primer pas°
hacia una asociacion nacional separada propria.

In 1976, a group of Puerto Rican scientists meeting in New York emphasized
the importance of organizing -among themselves as a means to accomplish educational
and profsional goals. During the 1981 conference, Puerto Rican scientists again tOok
up the matter. They reviewed the patterns of organization used by other groups
underrepresented in science as outlined in Section I below. At the close of the 1981
meeting, they established regional networks and decided to meet again in Washington,
D.C. in. January 1982 to consider forming a national association. Section II below
Outlines progress' on their regional network organizing.

I. Organizational Models*

Women and minority scientists have used at least five models of organizing to .gain equity in science,
the caucus, the committee, the separate assbciation, the
network, and offices or projects within scientific organizations'. Of course, most groups
are a mixture of the features mentioned below and do not conform to the ideal scheme
outlined here. -Also, titles may not reflect the nature of the group; for example, a
committee may have "caucus" in its title but act' as a committee.
Caucus. Caucuses are an informal style of organizing in-which the group is not
an official part of the larger association With which it is allied. Usually caucuses have
a few officers to give continuity to the group'. They meet with the larger organization
whose practices they are trying to influence. They do not have funding from their

"parent" group, but may collect a modest dues from each caucus member or take
donations during their meetings. The caucus is free to speak for itself, but not for
its related society.
The AAAS, for example, has a women scientists' caucus which meets during the
AAAS Annual Meeting. It sponsors a social function at which a 'guest speaker addresses

iSsues of concern to the group. Anyone can attend,the social function, and those who
do are ,the "members" of the caucus. The group collects money at the meeting to pay
for its membership in a federation of women's groups. The caucus is best known for
4

*This section of the essay owes *much to discussions, held with Janet Brown of the
Environmental Defense Fund and Rayne Green of Dartmouth College.
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its successful lobbying
the AAAS Board to hold national meetings only in states
which had ratified th Equal Rights, Amendment.

Committee. A committee is an official part of an organzation. Members of
the committee may be elected or appointed by the governing board of the organization.
The parent association funds its activities. Most committees are devised to advise the
Board or Executive OTficer of the society of some aspect of its work. A few. committees
issue newsletters, or maintain rosters. None, to our knowledge, charges dues. Since
the committee is formally connected to the larger group, it 'is more constrained than
a caucus in its activities, especially when taking a ,public stand on controversial issues,
which may' require approval of other authorities in the association.
.Committees are a popular form of organization with women scientists. The
AAAS knows of over, thirty cotnmittees of women scientikts, but of less than a dozen
committees of minority scientikts. Sometimes a committee serves both, groups, as in
the Committee on Opportuniti4.0- n Science of the AAAS.
Association. Scientists organize themselves in separate organizations for many
purposes. The groups often devote themselves to one discipline or .specialty. Many

.women and niinority sCientist groups reflect this specialization; such as the National.
Society of Black Physicists. Other groups cover all scientific disciplines, such as the
Society for the Advancement *of Chicanos and Native Americans in Sc. nce. An
association is usually incorporated under state law,.,published a periodical s etimes
several), collects dues, from its members, and runs meetings. Same groups have rigid
requirements for membership; others are open to anyone who applies and pays dues.

The association model of organizing is important to minoritY scientists for
historical reasons. Until the 1950s, scientific societies 'often met in cities with
segregated hotels and meeting areas, making it impossible for minority scientists,
especially Blacks, to join with their.colleagues. The NAAS knows of over thirty minority
science groppS, but only about twenty women scientist groups which are separate entities.
Network. Networks serve two important functions. They give members the
sense of belonging to a community of like-minded scientists working on similar .goals,
and they communicate information among 'members efficiently. Networks` oftenemphasize regional organizing strategies. The Bay Area Math-Science Network, t
example; consists of over four hundred members who conduct workshops arid oth r
activitieS in the San Francisco region designed to attract more women to science 1nd
engineering, and to enhance the statUs of those already in these fields. They share
information through a central office located at Mills College.' The National Minority
Women in Science Network has regional chapters in Washington, D.C. and Atlanta, inIth
more planned. They exchange information on grants, educational opportuniti
publications, and lobs through -a newsletter.
8.

Office or Project. Some of the larger .scientific societies with a corn mitmen
to equal opportunity have established projects or offices in their national headquarters
to work on wornen and minority scientists' concerns. Often, they have been created
on the advice of association committees. The offices and projects have at least partial
funding for their basic operations frorn the association, and they search for "outside"
rnoney to fund their special activities. The Office of OppOrtunities in Science (00S)
at the AAAS operates this way. Currently, this Office has a project on women in
science, several efforts underway on minority scientists, and a project on handicapped
scientists. The Project on Native Americans in Science started at 00S and subsequently
moved to Dartmouth College. Offices and projects work closely with the caucuses,
_
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coinmitteesrnetworks, and,associations of minority and women scientists. Offices and
projects publish reports, conduct studies, maintain rosters, issues newsletters, recommend
scientists for boards ,and panels within the association, arrange meetings, and the like.
They vary in which of these functions they take on depending on funding and re-quests
from the scienti§ts they serve.
vs
II. Puerto Rican Scientists' Regional Networks

At the April 1981 conference, several participtants volunteered to start networks
The igand is well, covered, with many'
universities (Sacred Heart, Inter-American, and the University of 'Puerto .Rico at Rio
Piedras and Mayaguez) handled by individual coordinators. The island scientists agreed
to discuss among themselves .how 'they: woul4 split the firea geographically. Several
mainland students offered to try to organize undergraduates, particularly irr New York.
City. Regional networks are now being conducted in Boston-Cambridge, Washington

of Puertb Rican scientists and engineers.

D.C.-Virginia-Maryland, Philadelphia, California, and New York City.

A list

of

. coordinators as of September 1981 is available from the AAAS Office of Opportunities
in Science.
-

The networks decide on their own goals and *manage their Own tasks, reporting
progress to eacti other via .a "mailbox" at the AAAS which -sends memoranda on their
accomplishments. So far, these are among the activities undertaken by networks:

o writing to persons in their region who are in the AAAS directory of Puerto.
Rican scientisth 'and engineers (published in 1979) to get their current addresses;

d finding Puerto Ricans not in the directory to add 'to their network;
o monitoring activities of other groups useful to their work;
o sharing information on achievenrents of Puerto Mean scientists and engineers;

co helping the AAAS prepare the conference report in which this essay appears;
o planning the national meeting scheduled for January 4, 1982 (the D.C. network
has been especially ,involved in this because ,the gathering will take place in
their city); and

o appointing Campus coordinators at colleges and universities in their. area.
In January 1982, the coordinators and other Puerto Rican scientists and engineers
will meet in Washington D.C. in conjunction with the AAAS Annual Meeting. They
will review progress on regional organizing and decide what steps should be 'taken to
start a national association.
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RECOMMENDAVONS OF THE CONFERENCE
OF PUERTO RICAII.SCIENTISTs*
Compiled by Karen aL. Ehrlich

Administrative Assoeiate, Office of ,dpportunities in Science
American Association for the Advancement of Science

Esta semi& presents las recomendlciones ofrecidas por
aprozimadamente un setenta y eineo pat) eiento de cientificos,

ingenieros y eitudiantes portorriquefios'que asistieron a .1a confereneia

de abrE de 1981 auspiciada por gas Institutos Naeionales de .Salud
(National Institutes of Health) y la Ainerican Association,, for the
Advancement of Science. Las recomendaciones enumeradas son
analizados en las siguientes eategorlas: 1) educacitin pre-universitaria;
2) educaci6n universitaria y de post-grado; 3) empleo y condieion
profesional; 4) eompilaei6n de un direetorio de cienidicos e ingenieros
pertorriquellos; y 51 el establecimiento de un sistema de contactos
compuesto de cientificos ingenieros y estudiantes .portorriquelios.
,

The following rlecommendations 'were put forth by approximately seventy-five

Puerto Rican scientists, enginees a d students ,who attendg: a three day working

conference sponsored by the National I titutes of Health and.tfie American Association
for the Advancement of Science.** COnferees divided up into'small wprkshop sessions
to discuss the status of Puerto Ricans ii\:c1 science and to suggest poSsible strategies for
the improvement of: 1) pre-college e uctition; 2) college education; 0- graduate and
professional training;..4).. employment, advancement and research opportunities; and 5)
the status'of Puerto Rican science professionals. The workshop.reports were presented
to the conference during a plenary session for .modification and approval of
recommendations to be made by ,the group as a whole.

In many instances, recommendations made by the workshop groups overlapped
and are applicable' for more than one of the above topicS, e.g., in.the case of 'college
'and graduate education. For purposes of clarity, the recomMendations listed here have
beeh addressed to the following categories:
pre-college education' ri
college and graduate education
3) employment and professional status
.4) compilation of a directory of Puerto Rican
scientists and engineers
5) establishment of a network of Puerto Rican
scientists, engineers and students
1)

2)

The clarity of this section owes much to Rayna Green who chaired this session at
the conference, and to Yvonne Benner who provided us with copious notes.

*The recommendations listed here are those of the conferees and do not necessarily
represent the view of the AAAS or the National Institutes of Health.
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though not formally a morkshop discuSsion tolaic, the need for a national
organization of Puerto Rican scientists and engineers came up in each group and in
'the plenary seSsions. DiscusSion of the 'particulars for the formation of such an
organization was deferred until a future meeting, while the establishment.of a regional
networking system was approved by the conferees as the first step toward organizing.
However, the suggestions made by each of the small groups concerning a national
organization are included here, not as rormal recornmendations of the conference; but
as "notes" for future considerations.
Recommendations on Pre-College Education
(1) Students should be provided with clear information about opportunities and reasons

for aspiring to higher education and careers in science and other peofessions.
,

(2) Local and community groups are encouraged to form organizations in order to
have more influenee on institutions, particularly public schools.
(3) Puerto Rican scientists should work as individuals with students, serving as role
models and sources of motivation and information in and out of, schools.
(4) The effectiveness of intervention programs should be evaluated and documented,
so that suCcessful ones can be supported.
.(5) Educators shoufd investigate and make use of existing "hands on" science programs

and develop others where needed as a means of motivating students.

(6) Educators should intrOduce the understanding and use of computers and other
technologies to students early because of the importance they will have in' most

careers in the future, and because of their capacity tor stimulating interest
among students.

(7) The literature related to heterogeneous grouping of 'students and the influence
of expressed eXpectations of adults on student performance should be publicized.
In view of the literature, the highest expecfations Should be conveyed to students,
beginning at the earliest stages.
.

(8) Individuals and ,groups should advocate the states' responsibility to train all
students whose primary language is ,not Engliih as. expeditiously -as possible in
the communication skills that would facilitate entry into the educational
-mainstream. The crucial need for a parallel progiam that would;suit the needs
of non-Spanish speaking pre-college Puerto Ricans should be conveyed to island
authoriti es.

(9) The retur' to more rigorous academic reqUirements for all students in the public
schools should be advocated. Standards should be set that require all students
to take mandatory mathematics and science courses throughout high school.

(10) The concerns of the Puerto Rican scientific community regarding the effects of
pre-college academic tracking of students should be conveyed to local school
boards as well as state, regional and national educational institutions. These

concerns also include the lack -of quality teachers, outdated and inadequate

curricula, and the possible social reinforcement or educational failure ("labeling")
for, those students tragked in the lowest educational levels.
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(11) The strengthening of English education in Puerto Rico should be advocated. It
is proposed that students considering a scientific career be fiuent in, English.

(12) Puerto, Rican scientists and science students should -visit high_schoolstolallc_
about 'their viork, give demonstrations, explain why and how they became.
scientists; and outline what one must do to 'preRare for such a career.
(13) Scientific professfonals should also invite high school, students to visit their
workplaces and place them in summer science jobs whenever possible.(14) The summer science programs in Vuerto Rico, such as that run by the University

of Puerto Rico, should be commended, and that model and other enrichment,
activities should be encouraged.

(15) A talent bank of gifted and talented Puerto Rican high school students (both on
the island and continent) should be compiled for identifying those youth with
promise in science.

of summery science-related work opportunities should be, compiled and
publicized in order to increase the number of Puerto RiCan students applying.

(16) List

-

(17) Speci/al efforts should be undertaken to promote the participation if Puerto Rican
students in science fairs and to publicize science fair winners.

(18) Big Brother and Big Sisthr programs should involve more scientists at all sorts
of workplaces.

(19) Scholarship funds should be started for mainland students to attend summer
research brogramS in Puerto Ricp, and for island students to attend programs
on the mainland.
Recommendations on College and Graduate Education

(1) The participants of this conference object to the' following:

a) the proposals to eliminate the National Realth Service
Qorps scholarships.

the termination of National Science Foundation-programs
that affect Puerto Ricans and .other. minorities;
.c) reduction of funding of key National institutes of Health
programs that affect Puerto Ricans and other minorities;
b)

and

d) reductions in the Basic Education Opportunity grants.

The cohferees,feel that steps should be taken to restore' these programs, and
individuals are encouraged to write to Congressman Natcher (with copies sent
to Congressmen Stokes, Early and Roybal on the House Appropriations
Subcommittee) offering information as to the impact these reductions viral have
on the education and achievement of. Puerto -Ricans and other minorities..

(2) The conferees would like to stress the importance of the participation of Puerto
Ricans and other minorities :71 undergraduate research experiences prior to
graduate school. ,
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(3) Exchanges of island and mainland students° should .be conducted with emphasis
on research experience in varied settings with different role modelS.
c

(4) Hispanic Week programs on campuses should feature scientists :as well as the
musiCians andpoliticians traditionally present.
(0 Descriptive lists of prograps run by- mainland uniirersities And colleges on the
island should be compaednd distributed in an effort .to increase the number. of
Puerto Rican
ts who take part in them.,

(6) Student preparation, for college and graduate sChOol entry testing' should be
improvedfor,Puerto Rican students. StUdents should-be informed of the benefits
of coaching for improved test scores.
.
(7) There is a need for career orientation.d, for Puerto Rican, students, which includes
information on:
..

assistance in preparing and submitting college and graduate
school applications;
b) academic and financial resources for remAining in scheol;

.a)

and

c) graduate and career opportunities.
:

.

Recommendations on Employment and Professional Status:

(1) There is a critical need for tfie establishment and .1.tse'..of a networking system
for job oortunities.. Those Puerto Ricans now in theAirofessions should serve as
point -a contact for other Puerto Rican scientistS and engineers.
;f,.

(2)-Puerto .Rican scientists, engineers and studentS Should be made aware, of the
importance and projection of a positive self-iMage and programs for training and
obtaining employment.
(3) Students should be encouraged and assisted in developing personal and professional

contacts necessary for training and employment hi the sciences; And should be
encourdged to attend meetings of professional scientific.societies while Still at
the undergraduAte level.

(4) Colleges, professional societies and other disseininators of information are

encouraged to broadcpst the employment and training opportunities which are
available through government and industry: Inlostryikshould make concerted
effOrts to make itself aware of these opportunitii*.1rgain, often through the
use of networks and professiónal societies.

(5) Professional societieS are urged t consider the special needs Of scientists and
engineers who are parents when, Manning their meetings, e.g., providing child
care facilities.
(6) Groups such as churches and clubs should be encouraged to disseminate information
about scientific work done by Puerto Ricans, and Serve as loci for 'seeking young
..people who should know about science careers.
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(7) Spanish media such as the San Juan Star, El Mun o, Nuestro and Agenda .should
profile prominent Puerto Rican scientists.
.. ..

Recommendations for Compiling a Direetory of Puerto Rican Scientists and Engineers
In the spring of 1979, under the direction of its Panel. of Puerto Rican Scientists,
the NAAS Office of Opportunities in Science compiled a directory of Puerto Rican
scientists land engineers residing both in the cdfitinental United States and in' Puerto
Rico. The directory- was produced to serve as a networking device among the 400
The partiCipants at this conference strongly retommend. the
indiviOuals l'ISted.
compilation and publication of a g'ècond edition of the directory with modifications as
follows:,

.(1) The new. version requires a more complete convass .1of those .on the island of
S puerto Rico.
z
". N(2) A

ore exhaustive list-of mainland scientists and engineers is also necessary.

(3) .Those ikho define themselves as "Puerto Rican" should be included. The dir.ectory-

staff need not articulate a definition of who is or who is not Puerto Ricad.

(4) Students should be 'listed separately, or an index of(tstudents should be added,
with Categories by major.
(5) The questionnaire for the -directory should ask for more information than was
requested for the first edition. Questions should be added on personal history
(birthdate, etc.) and professional attainments (publications, research, work history,
etc.). These data may not need to be printed ii the book, but should be tabulated
and reported in a new introduction which preslents a collective profile of those
in the book. The computerization of directory information is encouraged.
(6) The AAAS should release its copyright on the -book's first edition to the group
which does the second. The AAAS should also provide technical assistance
regarding the first directory_ nd%conferehce whictv woul be,useful in compiling
a new edition.
(7) The compilers of the book should work closelY with existing organizations on the

island and continent asking for names, of individuals to be included, space in
journals for adi and notices on the book, etc. Persons at schools with many

,

Puerto Rican faculty and students shoutd serve as liaison officers for the directory,
drawing Up lists of those who should be canvassed about it. Regional meetings

of Puerto Rican scientists should publicize the effort to issue a new 'directory.

(8) Ccats of compilation could be covered by dues income of a group, Eale: 'of, the
book, or outside 'funding (industrial support from pharmaceutical, electronics or'
computer companies, governm-ent agencies or foundations). The advice of'
Representative agrcia arsll Commissioner Corrado del Rio should be sought in
where to apply for funds.

(9) The directory should be widely used, such as for inviting scientsts to serve as'
role models at high school career days, or requesting assistance in admission to
graduate school and in seeking jobs.
,

-
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(10) The best organization to produce the new edition is
scientists and engineers.,

group of Puerto Rican
a

Notes on Forming a National Organization of Puerto Rican Scientists and Engineers

In each Of the five workshops and throughout the conference, the need for a

'formal national organization of Puerto Rican scientists and engineers was v6calized and
discussed, in detail. -- ReCognizing that any organization first needs a mechanism for
communication, the conferees recommended that a system of regional networks be set

up to identify individualS *interested in participating in the formaticn of a national
An organizing committee of "regional coordinators" from among the
conferees will begin networking activities in the following geographical areas: New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, D.C., California, Puerto:Rico and the Virgin'
organization.

Is1am:1S. Specific, recommendations concerning the establishment .of regional networks
'and contacts include:

(1) Anyone
interested in, theprom-O.-don, enhancement and dissemination of science
_
-arnOrig-Puertb-lifcans is eligible, to participate in the network.

(2) Regional coordinators and volunteers from the conference will be members of
the organizing committee. The composition of this committee will be open to
idclude other volunteers.
(3) The organizing committee should.meet again as som as possible to discuss working

agenda, and 'regional groups are encouraged to meet for the same purpose.
\

(4) The AAAS4bffice of Opportunities in Science shall act, for the time being, as
facilitator for the coordination of information received from- the regional
-

netWorks.'

c'a ihe.-establistirhent of regional. networks as a means Of starting an organization
AiLis r'ecommended' and approved by the conferees during the plenary session following
the workshop sessions. However, several of the workshop groups put forth suggestions

on the formation, structure and purposes of a national organization of Puerto Rican

scientists and engineers. These are listed here 'and will be taken up in future discussions.

Purpose of the National Organization
a

(1) To disseminate information in order to promote the participation of Puerto Ricans
in all aspects of science and engineering.

(2) To promote interaction am opg PUerto Ricans on the island and continent.

(3.) To encourage Puerto' Rican students to major in science, engineering and
biomedicine and to provide students with career counseling.
(4) To establish affiliations with professional scientific organizations.

(5) to establish liaisons and maintain contact with groups with similar goals (such
as the Society for the Advancement-of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science).
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(6) To enhance. the image and publicize the achievements of Puerto Rican scientists
and engineers.

Suggested activities for the national organization include:
(1) Developing a xnewsletter containing information on:

,a) job placement and career orientation
b) financial aid for education
c) research grant application deadlines
d) developments in legislation' and affirmative action matters
e) meetings and events of interest to students and professionals
f) publications And research by_ Puerto Rican scientists and engineers
(2) Compiling a new directory of Puerto Rican scientists', engineers and students.

(3) Providing scholarship monies to Puerto Rican students interested in pursuing
college and graduate studies.
(4) Conducting annual meetings for presenting scientific research, recognizing

outstanding work by awards, and conducting the organizational business of the
group.

(5) Maintaining an information clearinghouse for members to a4wer questions on
jobs, financial aid for education, etc.
(6) Facilitating the start and operation of regional chapters and student chapters of
the national organization.

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PUERTO RICANS: EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

Michele L. Aldrich
Director Project on Women in -Science, Office of Opportunities in Science
American
Association for the Advancement of Science
a

La bibliograffa consiste de dos listas. La primera cita los'
trabajos de referencia que brindan informaciOn sobre publicaciones
impresas a mediados de la dgcada del setenta y con anterioridad a
la misma. La segunda lista se compone de menciones rsferentes a
trabajos de la datima decada sobre educaciön y empleo de
portorriqueiros, con enfasis especial en la parte continental.
The citations in this bibliography Ware those that have crossed the desk Of the
author since she worked with Yvonne Benner on Compiling the directory of Puerto-RicOn
scientists and engineers. Since several bibliographi. ,on Puerto Ricans haVe appeared

during the 1970s, the list includes only very recent entries. Among the bibliographies
that should be consulted foi earlier works are the following:

Brooklyn College. Institute of Puerto Rican Studies. The Puerto Rican People:
A Selected Bibliography for Use 'in Social .Work Education. New York: Council on
Social Work Education, 1973, 54 pp.

Cordasco, Franceico. Bilingual Education in American Schools: A Guide . to
Information Sciences. Detroit: Gale Research Services; 1979, 367 pp.
.
Puerto Ricans on the United States Mainland: A
Bibliography of Reports, Texts, Critical Studies, and Related Materials. Totowa, NJ:
Rowman & Littlefield, 1972, 146 pp.

Herrera, Diane and Corda§co, Francesco. Puerto Ricans and Other Minority
Groups Within the United §tates: An Annotated Bibliography. Revised edition. Detroit:
E. Etheridge, 1979, 379 pp.
New York (City), Public Library, Office of Adult Services. Borinquen: A Bilingual
Third edition.

List of Books, Films, and Records on the Puerto Rican Experience.
New York: New York Public Library, .1974, 32 pp.

Parker,.Franklin and Parker, Betty June. Education in Puerto Rico and of Puerto
Ricans in the U.S.A.: Abstracts of Doctoral Dissertations. San Juan: Inter-American
University Press, 1978,._601 pp.
Trejo, Arnuifo. Bibliografia Chicano: A Guide to Informalion Services. Detroit:
Gale Research Company, 1975, 193 pp. (This work is devoted to Mexican Americans,.
but it includes, many citations to works on Hispanics generally which are valuable for
'Puerto Rican studies.)
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Vivo, Pats.

Bowker, 1973, 2

The Puerto Ricans: .An Annotated Bibliography.. NeW York:

pp.

*************************

ASPIRA,of America, Inc. Social factors in Educational Attainment Among Puerto
Ricans in U.S. Metropolitan Areas, 1970. (Puerto Ricans and Education Report Number
1.) New ,York:. ASPIRA, September 1976,, 46 pp. (Citation supplied by R. Valdivieso)
Benner, Yvonne Engleson and Aldrich, ,Michele L. 'Puerto Rican Scientists and
Engineers: A.Directory. 't Washington, 'p.c.: American Association for .the Advancement
of SCience, 1979, 67 pp.
Bonilla, Frank, and Campos, Ricardo. "A Wealth of Poor: Puerto Ricans in the
New Economic Order," Daedalus 110:2 (Spring 1981): 133-176. (Citation supplied by
J. Lugo)

Brown, George H. Rosen, Nan L., Hill, Susan T., and Olivas, Michael A. The
Condition of Education for HispanicsAinericans. U.S. Department of Education, National
Center for Education Statistics, Report 80-303X, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1980, 268 pp.'
\

Cordasco, Francesco. The Puerto Rican Comfnunity and its _Children on theMainland: A gourcebook for Teachers, Social Workers, and Other Professionals. Second :
edition. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1972, 465 pp.
. Bilingual Schooling in the United States:
A Sourcebook
for Educational Personnel. New York: McGraw Hill,, 1976, 387 pp.
.

Press, 1978, 400 pp.
.

Press, 1978, 248 pp.
SociologIcal Sourcebook.

Bilingualism and the Bilingual Child.'

New York: Arno

Bilingual Education in New York City. New York: Arno

, and Bucchioni, Eugene. The Puerto Rican Experience: A
Totowa, New ,Jersey: Rowman & Littlefield, 1973, 370 pp.

Flores, Juan, Attinasi, John, and Pedraza, Pedra Jr. "La Carreta Made a U'Turn: Puerto Rican Language and Culture in the Unite0 States," Daedalus 110:2 (Spring
1981): 193-218. (Citation supplied by J. Lugo)
.
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Godsell, Geoffrey. "Hispanics in the US: 'Sleeping Giant' Awakens," Christian
Science Monitor, April 18, 1980. (Citation supplied by J. Lugo.)
1980.

.
"The Puerto Ricans,"
(Citation supplied by' J. Lugo.)

Christian Science Monitor, May 1,

M aeroff, Gene L. "H is pani c Enrollm ent Surges Against the Tide,"
York Times, November 18, 1980.

The New

Mahard, Rita, and Crain, Robert.

"The Influence of High School Racial
Composition on the Academic ,Achievement and Oo liege Attendance of Hispanics."
Paper presented to the American Sociological Association, New York City,' August 1989,

reported by Lorenzo Middleton,4!Desegregation Has Little Effect on Latins' Success,
Study Finds," Chronicle of High/er Education, September 8, 1980.
Martinez., Douglas R. 711ispanics in 1979A Statistical Appraisal," Agenda 9:1
(January - February, 1979), .2,724.

Mellor, Earl. Workers. of SpanIsh Origin: . A Chartbook. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1978, 71fpp.
Middleton, Lorenzo. "Hispanics on the Campuses: A Long Way to Go," Chronicle
of Higher Education, June 2, 1980.

Newman, Morris J. "iA Profile of Hispanics in the U.S. Work Force," Monthly
Labor 'Review 101:12 (December 1978), 3-14.

New York (City), City University of New York, Center for Puerto Rican Studies,
History Task Force. Labor Migration Under Capitalism: The .Plierto Rican Experience.
New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979, 278 pp. k
.

Peirce, .Neal R., And Hagstrom, Jerry.,' "The Hispanic CommunityA Growing
Force.to Be Reckoned With," National Journal April 7, 1979, 548-555.
.

Pifer, Alan. Bilingual Edueation and the Hispanic Challenge. New.York: Carnegie
Corporation, 1979, 20 pp.
Puerto Rico, Department of Labor; Migration Division. Puerto Ricans and Other
Hispanics in New York City's Public Schools and Universities. New York: Puerto Rico,
Department of Labor, December 1975, 17 pp. and 21 tables.
Reyes, Domingo Nick, and Reyes, Conchita. ViVa: A Salute to Hispanic Americans
in Science and Engineering. Alexandria,
DNR Associates, 1978, 48 pp.

Rivera, Alvin D. "Hisptinics in EnkineeringA.Status Report," Agenda 10 (JulyAugust 1980), 19-21, 46.

Rodriguez; Clara E., Korrol, Virginia Sanehez, and Alers, Jose _Oscar, eds. The
Puerto Rican Struggle: Essays on Survival in the U.S. New York: Puerto Rican
Migration Research Consortium, 1980, 151 pp. (Citation supplied by A. Rivera.)
Rodriguez, Richard. "Aria: A Memoir of a Bilingual Childhood," ATherican
Scholar 50:1 (Winter. 1980/41), 25-42. (Citation' supplied 6y 3. Lugo.)
Santiestevan, Henry. "Hispanics and Grant Makers." Foundation-News 'Special
Report. Washington, D.C.: Council on Foundations, 1,981, 150 pp.

_Southern, Regional Education Board.. Black and Hispanic Enrollment in Higher

Education, 1978: Trends in the Nation and the South. Atlanta, Georgia: SREL, 1980,
reported in Lorenzo Middleton, "Rate of Enrollment Growth Among Blacks Is Slowing:
Surpassed by Hispanics,'1 Chronicle of, Higher Education, August 25, 1980.,

Stanton, Howard R. "Adversary Planning: Ort, How to do to School and Still
Get an Educ)ition;" Metas 1:2 (Spring-Summer 1980), 12-21.
59
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Stark, Greg, Guthrie, Kathryn; and -Selinsky, Cheryl. Annotated Bibliography of
Recent Research on Chicanos and Latinos in Minnesota. Center for Urban and Regional
Affairs of the University of Minnesota Publication 80-1. Minneapolis, Minnesota: CURA,
1980 56 pp.
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. .Puerto Ricans in the Continental United States:
An Uncertain Future. Washington, D.C.: U.S.-Commission on Civil Rights, 1976, 157 pp..
California.

, Western Regional Office.
Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1980.

Puerto Ricans in

U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau. Persons of, Spanish Otigin in
the United,States. Washington, D.C.: Commerce Department, 197-9.

U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau. Adelante, Mujer Hispana: A
Conference Model for Hispanic Women. Women's Bureau Pamphlet' 20, 1980, 34 pp.
.

U.S. Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, Economics Division.
Hispanics in the Labor Force: A Brief ExaMination. Compiled by Dennis Roth.
Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, August 21, 1979, 17 pp.
U.S. Office of Personnel Management, ,Hispanic Employment Program. HispanicEmployment: A Recruitment Sources Booklet, Including Recruitment Sources in Puerto
Rico. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, September 1980, 136 bp. (Citation
supplied by Y. Benner and G. Coll.)
L),

Valdivieso, Raftel. "Federal Policy, Segregation, and Language in the Schooling
of Puerto Ricans," Metas 1:2 (Sprifig-Summer 1980), 1-11.
Vivo; Paquita. "The Puerto RicansTwo Communities, One Cult ire," Agenda 19
(January-Febrilary 1980),- 28-29.

Wagenheim,,Kal. A Survey of Puerto Ricans on the U.S. Mainland in the 1970s.
New York: Praeger, 1975, 133 pp.
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FINAL AGENDA

CONFERENCE.. OF PUERTO RICAN SCIENTISTS
NATIONAL 4-H CENTER

April 22-24, 1981

Jointly Sponsored by:

:American Association for the Aftqncement of Science
NIH Division of Research Resources

NIH Division of Equal Opportunity
National Cancer Institute_
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and. Stroke
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolisw and'
Digestive Diseases
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Natibnal Institute of Dental Research
National Institute on Aging
National Eye Institute
Fogarty International Center

Wednesday, April 22

Registration

10:30

12:30

12:30

2:00

Lunch and Introduction t6 the Conference
Dr. S. Maria Hardy, Conference Chair, and Dr. Zora Griffo, NIH

2:00

5:30

Plenary - Discussion of Background Papers,
Yvonne Benner, Office of Personnel Management, Chair

Education of Puerto Rièqns in the United States Rafael Valdivieso, Direct r, ASPIRA Center for Edu-cational Equity
Status of Puerto Ricans in Science: The Island Dr. Manuel Gomez Rodriguez, Dean of Science, University .of.
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras and Director, Resource Center for
Science and Engineering

Status of Puerto Ricans in Science': The Mainland Dr. Pedro Barbosa, University of Maryland
Combating Stereotypes: Role Models, Media and What Else?
Self-perception, Self-assessment and Career Choices Dr. Candida Acosta, Dean of Academic Affairs, University of
the Sacred Heart, Santurce, Puerto Rico and Dr._Harold Stolberg,
National Science Foundation

5:30 - 7:00

Reception

- 63

6 2.

7:00

Buffet Dinner

9:00

Panel-on Programming for Puerto Ricans in Science
Dr. Shirley Malcom, Program Head, Office of Opportunities
in ScienCe; Dr. Ciriaco Gonzalez, Director, NIH Minority
Biomedical Support Program; and Mr. Elward Bynum, Director,
MARC Program

Thursday, April 23
7:00 -. 8:30

Breakfast for lodgers

9:00

Concurrent Workshops on the Partcipation of Puerto Ricans in
Science and Biomedicine_

Pre-College Education
College Education
c) Graduate and Professional Training
d) Employment, Advancement and Research Opportunities in
Science and Biomedicine
e) Enhancing the Status of Puerto Rican Science and Biomedical

a)
,b)

.

Prof essionals

(Each of the workshop discussions will focus on the role of professional
societies, community groups, NIH, other government agencies, and the
private sector in addressing the problem of the underrepresentation of
Puerto Ricans in science and biomedicine. Discussion of the topics will
continue over 11.inch and recommendations formulated in post-luncheon
discussions until 2:00.)
12:00 7

1:00

Cafeteria Lunch

1:00 -

2:00

Continue morning discussions

2:00 - 4:00
4:00 -

7:00

7:00 - 9:00

.

Students and Scientists Panel
Opportunity for discussion groups On other topics as identified by the
participants. The following have been suggested:
Bilingual Education: Does It Work? Help or Hindrance for
Science and Math?
Are Federal Equal Opportunity Efforts to Employ Puerto
Rican, Scientists and Engineers Sincere?
Organizing for the 80's: Establishment of Regional Networks
and Contacts.:.Communication Between Mainland and
Island Scientists
Are Racial Differences Among Puerto Ricans Relevant in
Science?
Banquet Dinner
Speakers: Major General Enrique Mendez, M.D.

(Deputy Surgeon General, U.S. Army)

Dr. William Raub (Associate Director for
Extramural Research.and Training, NIH)
1
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Friday, April 24

- 8:30

I.

9:00 - 12:00

12:00

1:30

1:30

3:00

3:00

Breakfas.t for lodgers

Plenary discussion of workshop findings and recommendations,
Dr. Rayna Green, Chair, Director, Native American Science
Resource Center, Dartmouth College

Checkout and cafeteria lunch
'Organizational Models

pr. Maria Hardy, chair

Adjourn
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Biology Department
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Ms. Yvette Aguirre
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20233
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Department of Entomology
University of Maryland
College Park, MD \20740
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Ms. Yvonne Benner
5402 Heming
Springfield, VA, 22151

Rio Piedras, PR 00928

Mrs. Naomi Broering
Georgetown. University Medical Centd
Dahlgren Library
3900 Reservoir Road, N.W.

Fordham University
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(Undergrad pre-med, general
science student, Fordham)
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Dr. Alex Crui
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P.O. Box AQ
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Mr.Xlward Bynum
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National Institutes of Health
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(Associate Professor of Cell
Biology, CUNY)
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Hispanic Employment Program
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Interplanetary Physics Division.
Goddard Space Flight Center
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FRANCE
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Research of UPR
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Resource Center
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Dr. Zora Griffo
Office of the Director
National) Itstitutes of Health
Bethesda, MD .20205

Dr. S. Maria fiardy
Associate Prof essOr of Physiology
Department of' MediCal Technology
School of Allied Health Professions
LSU Medical Center
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New York, NY 10040
(Undergrad pre-med student,
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McLean, VA 22102
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Fordham)

Dr. Manuel Gomez Rodriguez
Director, Resource Center for Science
and Engineering
College of Natural Science
University of Puerto Rico
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'Services, Room 4644

North Building
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Dr. Rafael J. Igartua
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Mr. Pedro Morales
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Office
Public Health Service
Parkhaven Building, Room 9A30
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Ms. Maria Osorio
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Associate Director
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Motional Institutes of Health
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Civil Engineering Department
Mi§sissippi State_University
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New York, NY. ,10033
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Department of the Army
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Brandeis)
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Fordham University
Keating Hall, Room 118
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National Institutes of Health
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Medical College of Virginia
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(Undergrad, University of Maryland)
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Los Angeles, .qA 90049
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For other new§ coverage, see Chemical and Engineering News, May 25, 1981 p.30

PuertO Rican Scientisis

Call for New Organization
and Reforrns in Science
Education
N't

At a recent meeting, Puerto Rican
scientists and science students called for
the creation of an organization to serve
their interests and drafted recommenda-

tions for increasing their number and
status in scientific, biomedical, and technical fields.

The meeting was held 22-24 April in
Bethesda, Maryland under the auspes
of the AAAS and 12 institutes and divisions of the National Institutes Of
Health. Seventy-five Puerto Rican.scien-

fists, engineers, and students, mostly
from the mainland United States, presented background papers, held work
sessions on topics arranged by educational level, and heard panelists and
speakers. The conference was chaired
by S. Maria Hardy>, physiologist, Louisi-

ana State University at Shreveport, and
chairperson, AAAS Committee on Opportunities in Science (00S).
The conferees decried federal budget
cuts which they perceived as conflicting
with their goals. Among those cuts are:
(i) proposals to eliminate the National
'Health Service Corps scholarship;' (ii)
proposed termination of National Science Foundation science education and
research support for minority scientists;
(iii) reductions in funding of the major
N1H programs for Minorities in biomedi-

cine; and (iv) cuts in the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.
Calling th\e\distinction between mainland and island an artificial one, confer-

ees called for much closer interaction
and exchange thrqugh both formal and

Mendez (left) and Raub at meeting of Puerto Rican scientists. [Photp Cesar Rodriguez]

1) Materials

should

be

produced

which publicize the achievements of
Puerto -Rican scientists to encourage
Puerto Rican students tO think about
such careers.

2) Wider dissemination should be
made of traveling exhibits which offer
students "hands on" experience in science to motivate them to pursue further
study in technical fields.
3) The director of Puerto Rican scientists must be updated and computerized
for use in i-ole model projects, network

creation, and peer review assignments .
by science agencies.
4) Career orientation programs should

be initiated to brief Puerto Rican (and
other) students on graduate school application, financial aid, and the availability
of academic resources, and research opportunities for undergraduate students.
5) Student attendance at scientific
meetings should be e'ncouraged as a way

infornial means. Puerto Rican scientists
may work part of their professional lives
in Puerto Rico and part on the mainland,
so the meeting asked for a unified scientific association which includes both locations. However, on matters of education policy, inherent difference must be
taken into account. For 'example, a resolution on bilingual inStniction must note
the native language.
Controversy surrounding the practice
of "tracking" students by ability level,
methods and 'objectives of organizing,

business and to establish contacts.
6) Churches, Puerto Rican clubs, and
Spanish.language media should be. used
to disseminate information about science
and scientists.
The scientists decided to set up region-

and other topks surfaced during the

ing in Washington, D.C. B,esides the

meeting. The subject of statehood Versus

island, regional centers are proposed for
New York, California, the Rocky Moun-

independence for the island was 'talked
about among scientists between sessions
but e,i'd not result in a formal resolution.
Recommendations which were endorsed included the following;

1132

to learn how scientists conduct their

al networks around the United States
and on'the island aw a prelude to creating

a national association, which might be
formed next January at the AAAS meet-

tains states, Boston, Philadelphia, and
Washington, D.C., with possible future
sites in Texas, the Southeast, and the

The Office of Opportunities in Science
at AAAS will serve as "Mailbox" for the
regional groups until the national organization takes over the function.
Conference speakers included Major

General Enrique Mendez, deputy surgeon general, of the United States Artily
and currently the highest ranking Puei-to
Ricamin the military. Mendez pointed to
the positive effect of the long tradition of
Hispanic culture in the United States and ,

its notable absence from publications
chronicling American history. The National Institutes of Health provided two
speakeTs, Zora Griffo, special programs
officer, and William Raub, associate director for extramural research training,
both from the Office of the Director.
Also addressing
the meeting was Ra.
fael Valdivieso, director of the ASPIRA
Center tor Educational quity in Washington, D.C., who outlined various studies done on the schooling of Puerto 'Rican students, with special reference to
their training in science and mathematics. Manuel Gomez Rodriquez, dean of

natural science and director of the resource center for science and engineering at the University of Puerto Rico,
discussed the status of Puerto Ricans in
science on the island, while Pedro Barbosa, entomologist at the University of
Maryland, discussed the situation on the
mainland.

For further information, contact Karen Ehrlich, 00S, at the AAAS address.
MICHELE ALDRICH

Office of Opportunities in Scienqe

Chicago area.
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Founded in 1848. AAAS is the
world's leading general scientific society with 130,000 individual members. It is also the

world's largest federation of
scientific organizations, with
nearly 300 affiliated societies

and academies covering the entire spectrum of the natural-and
social sciences, engineeringt

and medicine. Desite its size
and complexity, AAAS offers
its individual members a voice

in the larger scientific community through programs for

the expansion and interchange
of ideas in science 'a n d engineering and in the public 'un-.

derstanding and appreciation

of science. AAAS membership.

AAAS provides for the interchange of information of concern to scientists and to the
public through
SCIENCE, the Weekly magazine which carries defin-

itive articles and up-to-date reports on topics and
issues in and about the scientific world.
the Annual National Meeting and Exhibit which
provides a foruin'for the presentation of symposia
and lectures on recent developments in spkence;
informed discussions on policy issues that affect
society as a whole; and exhibitions of books, journals,
instruments, services, and other products of interest
to the scientific community.
SCTENCE'W:a neW,,Well-illustrated magazine of
scieke designed for.an'-ediicafed poptilar aiidience,
which includes feature articles, columns, and.news
items on science, technology, medicine, as well ason
the human and social dimensions of science anCtits
impact on people as consumers and concerned
citizens.
SCIENCE ROOKS AND FILMS, a critical review
journal, and the AAAS Sourcebook Series (compiled
from SB&F) which review or annotate and liSt the
best science books and films currently aVailable.
other publications such as the SCIENCE Compendia
which deal with critical topics (energy, food, population, materials, electronics,`Iiealth, advanced technologies, the future of science)4he AAAS Selected
Symposium Volumes, and the AA:AS Audiotapes
(both from the Annual National Meetings), which
offe\r a broad perspective in the fields of scienCe and
teclinology; and SCIENCE Report Series and other
books on special topics (such as heart reseacrch, solar
energy, scientific freedom and responsAility, and a
series of books on research funding in the public and
private sectors).

includes the weekly journal

SCIENCE and the opportunity
to

participate in one of the

twenty-one AAAS Sections of
the Association that embrace
the basic fields of science and
engineering. Members also
take part in programs that con-tribute toward the solution of
'problems affecting not only the

scientific community but society as a whole.

.For further information about
AAAS, write
AAAS

Membership Department
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

AAAS supports programs-and activities on
national and international sciende policy,
education, and employment opportunities by,
giving national and regional policymakers the
science facts they need through special seminars and
the Congressional Fellows Program.
providing forums on such problems as scientific freedom and responsibility; the legal, scientificand technical aspects of public policy decision-making; the
implications of new knowledge and technologies in
energy development; and more.
relaying reliable science information to the neits
media.

promoting public understanding of science and improving 'science curricula in the schools.
improving international cociperation among scien:
tists through innovative ventures like the inter-.
American trilingual journal INTERCIENCIA.
expanding the opportunities available to minorities,
wcrinen, and the 'handicapped in al fields of science.

